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Abstract—Million of mobile apps have been released to the market. Developers need to maintain these apps so that they can continue

to benefit end users. Developers usually extract useful information from user reviews to maintain and evolve mobile apps. One of the

important activities that developers need to do while reading user reviews is to locate the source code related to requested changes.

Unfortunately, this manual work is costly and time consuming since: (1) an app can receive thousands of reviews, and (2) a mobile app

can consist of hundreds of source code files. To address this challenge, Palomba et al. recently proposed CHANGEADVISOR that utilizes

user reviews to locate source code to be changed. However, we find that it cannot identify real source code to be changed for part of

reviews. In this work, we aim to advance Palomba et al.’s work by proposing a novel approach that can achieve higher accuracy in

change localization. Our approach first extracts the informative sentences (i.e., user feedback) from user reviews and identifies user

feedback related to various problems and feature requests, and then cluster the corresponding user feedback into groups. Each group

reports the similar users’ needs. Next, these groups are mapped to issue reports by usingWord2Vec. The resultant enriched text

consisting of user feedback and their corresponding issue reports is used to identify source code classes that should be changed by

using our novel weight selection-based cosine similarity metric. We have evaluated the new proposed change request localization

approach (Where2Change) on 31,597 user reviews and 3,272 issue reports of 10 open source mobile apps. The experiments

demonstrate that Where2Change can successfully locate more source code classes related to the change requests for more user

feedback clusters than CHANGEADVISOR as demonstrated by higher Top-N and Recall values. The differences reach up to 17 for

Top-1, 18.1 for Top-3, 17.9 for Top-5, and 50.08 percent for Recall. In addition, we also compare the performance of Where2Change

and two previous Information Retrieval (IR)-based fault localization technologies:BLUiR and BLIA. The results showed that our

approach performs better than them. As an important part of our work, we conduct an empirical study to investigate the value of using

both user reviews and historical issue reports for change request localization; the results shown that historical issue reports can help to

improve the performance of change localization.

Index Terms—User review, issue report, mobile app, change request localization, software maintenance
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1 INTRODUCTION

AS the number of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and
tablet computers) and their applications (apps) increases,

the task of maintaining mobile apps is becomingmore impor-
tant [1]. In online app stores such as Google Play Store, Apple
Store, and Windows Phone App Store, users are allowed to
evaluate each app by using scores (i.e., five stars) and posting
their reviews. These reviews are free-form text that may

include important information such as bugs that need to be
fixed for developers. These reviews express users’ problems
and suggestions, thus they can be used by developers to guide
software maintenance activities for improving user experi-
ence. In the process of software maintenance, changing the
source code to satisfy users’ requrements is an important task
[2]. In order to achieve the goal, developers’ first priority is to
locate source code that needs to be changed. However, it is
difficult for developers to read each review in order to find
the source files to be changed because popular apps usually
receive hundreds of reviews every day. Undoubtedly, this is a
time-consumingwork.

Previous Information Retrieval (IR)-based fault localization
technologies such as BugScout [3], BugLocator [4], BLUiR
[5], and BLIA [6] tend to utilize issue reports to search the
potential faulty source files or classes. However, these
approaches focus on desktop software, which is different with
mobile apps. According to the report at the literature [7], devel-
opers in apps first read user reviews, then resolve the issues
reported in the user reviews and update the apps. To verify
this process, we investigate top 200 most active developers in
top 100 popular mobile apps, we find that 85.7 percent res-
ponders depend on user reviews to find and resolve issues
from source code (See Section 6.2 for details). Therefore, when
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previous IR-based fault localization technologies are employed
atmobile apps, theywill be confrontedwith an important chal-
lenge: these technologies cannot automate the process of analy-
sis on user reviews, thus they may ignore the problems
reported by users because the publication time of user reviews
is always ahead of the generation time of issue reports. This
fact results in that developers still spend more time manually
analyzing and understanding thousands of user reviews in an
app.We start a follow-up investigation of the above-mentioned
survey for the responders. In this investigation, we want to
know the average time of change request localization for each
new coming user review. 32 developers provide their answers,
as the result, the average time per developer to find the classes
that should be changed for a new user review is 1.9 working
days. This fact shows manual change request localization is a
time-consuming work due to a great number of user reviews
posed every day. Therefore, for mobile apps, a new fully auto-
mated change request localization technology toward user
reviewswill be of great benefit to developers.

Recently, Palomba et al. proposed CHANGEADVISOR [8].
This approach clusters user reviews based on similar user
requirements, and then locates the set of source code that
needs to be changed for each cluster of reviews. CHANGEAD-
VISOR measures the similarity between a cluster of reviews
and source code. When the similarity value exceeds a thresh-
old, the classes are returned. Unfortunately, many user
reviews lack of detailed information. This can cause CHANGE-
ADVISOR to miss the links between review clusters and the
corresponding source code that should be changed. Indeed,
our experiment finds that, using CHANGEADVISOR, a substan-
tial proportion of reviews cannot be located to any class in
source code (see Section 2 for details).

Let us consider a hypothetical scenario. As a developer of
the popular mobile app K-9 Mail, Mark’s daily work is to fix
faults and add features according to a great number of user
reviews. When he finds a fault or a feature request-related
review, hemust locate the source code that should be changed.
Obviously, this is a challenging and time-consuming task.
Mark expects to use a useful tool which can locate all changes
automatically. He first finds a tool CHANGEADVISOR. When
using CHANGEADVISOR, Mark gets a ranked list of classes that
link to some clusters of user feedback. ButMark finds that only
a part of feedback clusters can bemapped to the corresponding
classes. According to our investigation shown in Section 2.2 for
top-10 popular mobile apps, there are 38 clusters of user feed-
back that cannot be linked to the classes by using CHANGEAD-

VISOR. Themiss rate reaches up to 33 percent. For a real case in
K-9 Mail, there is a cluster-Topic-1 that describes the issue of
notifications that cannot be turned off. CHANGEADVISOR can-
not find any class which may link this issue. But in fact, the
invited experts1 verify that there are some classes such as
GlobalSettings related to this issue. Therefore, for these
clusters missed by CHANGEADVISOR, Mark needs to manually
identify these classes. This takes much effort and thus an
improved solution is desired. By analyzing CHANGEADVISOR,
we find that this tool does not adopt the historical issue reports.
This may be amajor reasonwhy CHANGEADVISOR cannot find
the classes for some issues described in user reviews.

According to our investigation shown in Section 6.2, 72.4 per-
cent developers still need to depend on historical issue reports
to locate source code classes related to change requests found
in user reviews. Therefore, historical issue reports can help to
change request localization due to the detailed descriptions for
issues. In order to help apps’ developers such asMark, it is nec-
essary to develop a new change request localization technology
which adopts historical issue reports for reducing themiss rate.

To address the above-mentioned challenge, in this paper,
we propose a novel approach named Where2Change to con-
duct change request localization for app reviews. First, we
extract the informative sentences (i.e., user feedback) contained
in user reviews. Second,we use a popular review analysis tool-
SURF [9] to automatically classify the user feedback into five
categories: information giving, information seeking, problem
discovery, feature request, and others. We focus on user feedback
in the problem discovery and feature request categories. Next, after
pre-processing the user feedback in above-mentioned two cat-
egories, we cluster them using HDP which presents the best
clustering performance among six popular clustering algo-
rithms. Third, we treat each cluster of user feedback as a query
to search for the classes that should be changed in source code.
Due to the small amount of information provided in user
reviews, we introduce historical issue reports to enrich the
user feedback extracted from user reviews. In particular, we
build themultiple links between a cluster of user feedback and
historical issue reports by computing their similarities via
Word2Vec [10]. If the similarity value is larger than a threshold,
an issue report can be used to enrich the cluster of user feed-
back. Finally, we propose a more accurate similarity metric
named weight-selection-based cosine similarity to measure the
similarity between an enriched version of comment cluster
and the source code. This metric considers the influence of dif-
ferent terms’ weights on the accuracy of change request locali-
zation so that the best weight values are used to measure the
similarity. At the end, for each cluster of user feedback,
Where2Change returns a ranked list of potentially classes to
be changed.Overall, our approach can overcome the limitation
of CHANGEADVISOR. For the case described in the last para-
graph, by using our approach, the issue report # 1110 is used to
enrich the cluster-Topic-1 due to its detailed description for the
problem of notifications in K-9 Mail. Then Where2Change

can easily find the class-GlobalSettings that should be
changed for satisfying users’ requirements. Therefore, it can
reduce theworkload of developers likeMark and consequently
improve the efficiency of issue resolution.

We conduct experiments on 31,597 user reviews and 3,272
issue reports collected from 10 open source mobile apps on
GitHub. The experimental results demonstrate that Where2-
Change can successfully locate more source code classes
related to change requests for more user feedback clusters
than CHANGEADVISOR due to the highest Top-N and Recall
values. The differences reach up to 17 for Top-1, 18.1 for Top-
3, 17.9 for Top-5, and 50.08 percent for Recall.We also conduct
Wilcoxon test to further compare the performance between
CHANGEADVISOR and Where2Change. The result indicates
that our approach can significantly improve the performance
of change request localization for user feedback by comparing
with CHANGEADVISOR. Moreover, we conduct the perfor-
mance comparison between our approach and two IR-based
fault localization technologies-BLUiR and BLIA. The results1. Please refer to Section 5.1: Building Ground Truth
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show that our approach performs better than them. In order to
explain why we use user feedback clusters as queries rather
than issue reports, we conduct the empirical study for user
reviews and issue reports, the results shown that issue reports
can help to improve the performance of change request locali-
zation but cannot replace user reviews to conduct this task for
mobile apps.

We summarize the contributions of our work as follows:

� Where2Change enriches user feedback extracted
from user reviews via similar issue reports. This
richer text enables Where2Change to perform better
in change localization than CHANGEADVISOR and
other fault localization approaches such as BLUiR

and BLIA.
� We propose a new textual similarity metric (i.e.,

weight selection-based cosine similarity) to produce
an accurate result of change request localization.

� We implement Where2Change in a tool to locate
source code classes that should be changed according
to user reviews on mobile apps. We evaluate the tool
and compare it with CHANGEADVISOR. The result
shows that our approach successfully locates more
source code classes related to change requests formore
user feedback clusters than CHANGEADVISOR and
keeps the similar accuracy in top-5 ranking results.

Roadmap. Section 2 introduces the background knowledge
related to our work and shows the motivation example in
order to indicate why we need to propose a new change
request localization approach based on user reviews formobile
apps. In Section 3,we detail the proposed change request local-
ization technology. Section 4 describes the research questions
that guide our experiment while Section 5 presents the experi-
mental results and Section 6 discusses how the proposed
approach performs better than the previous study. Section 7
introduces the threats to validity. In Section 8, we present the
related work, and Section 9 concludes the paper and introdu-
ces our futurework.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

2.1 Background

In this subsection, we introduce information retrieval based
change request localization and a sample issue report for a
mobile app.

2.1.1 Information Retrieval (IR) Based Change Request

Localization

Information retrieval based change request localization
techniques attract wide attention due to their relatively low
computation cost and external resources requirements (i.e.,
only source code and software artifacts are required) [11].
In these IR approaches, each software artifact (e.g., issue
report and user review) is treated as a query, and the source
code (e.g., source files, classes, and methods) to be searched
as the document collection. Then, IR techniques rank the
documents by computing the textual similarities between
queries and documents. Finally, a list of ranked documents
are returned.

Previous studies such as [3], [4], [5], [6], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] tend to utilize issue reports as

queries to locate source code related to software faults in tradi-
tional desktop software (e.g., Eclipse andMozilla). For mobile
apps, user reviews can also be used as queries to change
request localization. The reason is described in Section 6.2.

Fig. 1 shows the examples of three user reviews in Word-
press. When the users find the problems of Notifications in
Wordpress: “the users cannot do anything (e.g., remove opera-
tion and read operation) when the notifications appear”, they
posts some reviews in Google Play Store. With IR-based
change request localization techniques, researchers treat
these user reviews as queries to search the corresponding
classes that should be changed in order to help developers
resolve the reported issues. These classes related to three
user reviews are presented as follows:

ui.notifications.NotificationsDetailActivity.

java

......

private NotificationDetailFragmentAdapter build

NoteListAdapterAndSetPosition

(Note note, NotesAdapter.FILTERS filter)

{NotificationDetailFragmentAdapter adapter;

ArrayList<Note> notes = NotificationsTable.

getLatestNotes();

ArrayList<Note> filteredNotes = new ArrayList<>
();

NotesAdapter.buildFilteredNotesList

(filteredNotes, notes, filter);

adapter = new NotificationDetailFragmentAdapter

(getFragmentManager(), filteredNotes);

mViewPager.setAdapter(adapter); mViewPager.

setCurrentItem(NotificationsUtils.

findNoteInNoteArra y(filteredNotes, note.getId

()));

return adapter;}

Fig. 1. User reviews in Wordpress.
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2.1.2 Issue Reports

For each issue report in mobile apps, the main body is com-
posed of title and description. Title briefs what is the
issuewhile description details how the issue occurs. Fig. 2
shows an example of issue report (ID: #945) in WordPress. Its
title is “Crash on 2.6.1, IllegalStateException: Content view not yet
created-NotificationsListFragment.requestMoreNotifications”
which indicates the crash problemwhen invoking Notifica-

tionsListFragment.requestMoreNotifications. The
developer named “maxme” opened this issue report and
posted the description. The description includes the informa-
tion of stack traces in order to show the root reason how the
issue occurs.

We find that the above-mentioned issue report describes
a similar (yet different) issue to the reviews shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, the issue report #945 (which contains more
detailed information) can help to locate source code to be
changed corresponding to the user reviews. We discuss it in
the next subsection.

2.2 Motivating Example

In this subsection, we discuss a real-world example that
motivates our research. We collected reviews, issue reports,
and their corresponding fixed files from the open-source
mobile apps. Since CHANGEADVISOR is, to the best of our
knowledge, the state-of-the-art work on mapping user
reviews to code, we run it and use the same data set to com-
pare it and our approach in Section 5. In detail, we down-
loaded 31,597 user reviews from Google Play Store, 3,272
issue reports and 4,207 classes from GitHub. Then we use
HDP [22] to cluster user feedback extracted from user
reviews and compute the similarities between each cluster
and classes for reproducing CHANGEADVISOR. As a result,
we observe the following issue shown in Fig. 3.

Consider a developerMarkwho is usingCHANGEADVISOR.
Even though Mark can verify the bug and feature request-
related reviews correctly using CHANGEADVISOR, he will
encounter a challenge. Fig. 3 shows an example of change
request localization for Topic-1 of the app K-9 Mail. We sup-
pose that Mark has selected the reviews that describe the real
issues from all reviews in Topic-1. We note that the similarity
value is less than a threshold (i.e., 0.52) for identifying

potential classes that should be changed. Thus, none of the
classes can be matched to Topic-1 via CHANGEADVISOR.
However, Mark finds that the reviews in Topic-1 can be
mapped to the classes by reading the related issue reports. He
still needs to manually locate the classes to be changed for
these reviews. For example, the review “Used to love this but
now can’t turn off the new mail notifications so uninstalling” is
related to issue report # 1110. Both of them present the prob-
lem of mail notifications that cannot be turn off. According to
the change history in GitHub, we find that the issue reported
in # 1110 is resolved by changing the source code file corre-
sponding to the class-GlobalSettings. Thus, the user feed-
back in Topic-1 could have been matched to the class, but
CHANGEADVISOR cannot find it. According to our analysis for
the results produced by CHANGEADVISOR, we find the num-
ber of clusters that are not linked to classes, which is shown in
Table 1. The data on last column indicates the total number of
issue reports (i.e., unlinked and linked reports) in each app.

In Table 1, 33 percent (38/115=33 percent) of clusters are
missed by using CHANGEADVISOR. Relatively high miss
rate results in that developers like Mark need to spend addi-
tional time to find the classes that should be changed for the
user feedback clusters missed by CHANGEADVISOR.

Based on the above observation and analysis, we have
the following motivation for this study:

Motivation. The purpose of CHANGEADVISOR is to return
a list of ranked classes to be changed for each cluster of user
feedback. However, not all feedback clusters can be mapped
to classes by CHANGEADVISOR. Developers still need to
locate the classes to be changed. This observation motivates

Fig. 2. An example issue report fromWordpress.

Fig. 3. Motivating example in K-9 Mail: change request localization.

TABLE 1
The Status of Number of Feedback Clusters Linked to Classes

when using CHANGEADVISOR

Project
# feedback clusters linked to classes

unlinked linked total

AntennnaPod 4 8 12
Automattic 6 4 10
Cgeo 8 4 12
Chrislacy 3 5 8
K-9 Mail 4 10 14
OneBusAway 3 9 12
Twidere 3 9 12
UweTrottmann 3 11 14
WhisperSystems 2 91 11
Wordpress 2 8 10
Total 38 159 1152. The threshold value does not appear in the paper, it is found

when we run the replication package provided by Palomba et al.
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us to propose a new and effective approach to accurately
identify the classes that should be changed for satisfying
more user requests described in user reviews.

In order to achieve the above-mentioned goal, we con-
duct the investigation on real developers for the top-100
popular apps, and find that 72.4 percent developers still
rely on historical issue reports to locate source code classes
related to change requests found in user reviews. Therefore,
historical issue reports can facilitate change request localiza-
tion due to the detailed issues’ descriptions. To help apps’
developers such as Mark, it is necessary to develop a new
change request localization technology which adopts histor-
ical issue reports for reducing the miss rate.

Due to the aforementioned motivation, we propose a
two-phase approach to locate classes to be changed in
mobile apps according to user reviews. Section 3 describes
the design of this approach.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first show the overall framework of
Where2Change. Next, we detail how to implement change
request localization based on user reviews on mobile apps
in Where2Change.

3.1 Overall Framework

To locate source code classes related to change requests
appearing in user reviews on mobile apps, we propose
Where2Change, a two-phase method to retrieve the classes
to be changed for resolving the bugs and feature requests
described in user reviews. In the first phase, Where2Change
extracts the informative sentences from user reviews as user
feedback. It selects change requests-related user feedback
and enriches them using issue reports; in the second phase,
Where2Change recommends a list of ranked classes that
should be changed for each cluster of user feedback. Fig. 4
shows its overall framework. In this framework, the first

phase includes the steps (1-3) while the step (4) belongs
to the second phase.

In this framework, we first (1) utilize SURF [9], a state-of-
the-art review analysis tool, to extract the informative sen-
tences belonging to categories feature request and problem dis-
covery. Then we (2) cluster pre-processed user feedback via
Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP) which performs the
best among six clustering algorithms. Next, we (3) compute
the similarity between a cluster of user feedback and a pre-
processed issue report via Word2Vec. If the similarity value
exceeds the threshold, we treat the issue report as a change-
related issue report. In other words, we build a link between
a cluster of user feedback and the related issue report. We
use these related issue reports to enrich the cluster of user
feedback. These enriched versions of feedback clusters are
treated as queries. After we pre-process the source code, we
(4) compute the similarity between each query and the
potential classes to be changed via the proposed weight
selection-based cosine similarity. Finally, we get a ranked
list of classes for the cluster of user feedback.

We give an example to further explain the process of our
change request localization approach. For a user review
“Used to love this but not can’t turn off the new mail notifications
so uninstalling” shown in Fig. 3, by using SURF, we learn
that this review includes only one informative sentence
which belongs to the category Problem Discovery. Then we
extract it as user feedback. After pre-processing, we use
HDP to group the user feedback and other similar feedback
entries into Topic 1. Next, by using Word2Vec, we find that
there are some issue reports such as #1662 and #1110 linked
to them because the similarity score is more than a thresh-
old value (i.e., 0.4). We use these issue reports to enrich the
cluster. Finally, we compute the similarity scores between
the different versions of enriched feedback clusters and the
classes that should be changed. As a result, we get a global
ranked list of all potential classes with the similarity scores.

In the following subsections, we show how to implement
the novel change request localization approach step by step.

Fig. 4. Overall framework of Where2Change for user reviews in mobile apps.
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3.2 Selecting Change Request-Related
User Feedback

User reviews provide rich information that can facilitate the
development andmaintenance ofmobile apps, however, they
often include a lot of uninformative data that should be elimi-
nated. To resolve the problem described in Section 1, we first
choose change request-related user feedback extracted from
user reviews that describe real faults or feature requests.

We utilize SURF [9] to remove the uninformative data in
user reviews and find change-related user feedback. For
ARDOC [23] used inCHANGEADVISOR [8], Sorbo et al. pointed
out that this one-dimensional classification approach cannot
sufficiently utilize the available review information [9]. Due
to this reason, they developed SURF which can facilitate
developers to understand the contents of user reviews. SURF
relies on AR-miner [24] to filter out non-informative reviews
in our dataset, then it employs an Intent Classifier [23] com-
biningNatural Language Processing (NLP), SentimentAnaly-
sis (SA) andTextAnalysis (TA) techniques through aMachine
Learning (ML) algorithm for detecting sentences from the five
categories: Feature Request, Problem Discovery, Information Seek-
ing, Information Giving and Other. Finally, SURF uses a sen-
tence selection and scoring mechanism to generate the
summaries.

Because we focus on change-related user feedback, we
only collect the sentences in the categories Problem Discovery
and Feature Request to generate the queries. The summaries
produced by SURF are used to help the invited developers
create the ground truth (See Section 5.1).

In order to ensure the classification is acceptable, we verify
whether all user feedback classified into the categoriesProblem
Discovery and Feature Request really belongs to them. The sec-
ond author and the third author are responsible for verifying
whether the user feedback describes a real fault or a feature
request. They have more than 5-years experience in software
testing. They are also familiar with the apps’ user reviews and
issue reports. The user feedback is divided into two groups.
One person is invited to check one group and another person
is responsible for checking the remainder. In order to reduce
the possible bias, they exchange their data to conduct the veri-
fication again.We invite the software test expert fromAlibaba
Company to make a final decision when the verification
results are inconsistent. He has more than 15-years software
testing experience at Baidu andAlibaba. As a result, we get an
accuracy of 95.64 percent. Therefore, the classification results
is acceptable.

3.3 Clustering Change-Related User Feedback

Before clustering change request-related user feedback the
pre-processing for NLP is executed. Since user feedback is
written by end-users, the language is generally informal and
very noisy. The feedback is different from conventional soft-
ware artifacts like issue reports. Thus, they should be further
processed in order to better match issue reports by using our
approach. For this reason, we adopt the text processing tools
that contain python libraries NLTK3 and TEXTBLOB,4 and
the spell check tool-PYENCHANT library to implement the
following steps:

� Tokenization: An issue report or a piece of user feed-
back is split into a list of words (i.e., tokens), which
can be used to compute the textual similarity.

� Stopword removal: Stopwords like “the”, “a”, and “are”
are common words but they make no sense to change
localization. Therefore, these words are removed
according to the list of WordNet English stop words.
We maintain this list at https://github.com/Jiachi-
Chen/ReviewBugLocalization. Note that the pred-
icate negatives such as “aren’t”, “isn’t”, “can’t” are
also appeared in this list, which are removed.

� Stemming: The words are transformed to their basic
forms (i.e., stems). For example, “running” is changed
to “run”, and “bugs” is changed to “bug”.

� Lemmatization: It is the process of grouping together
the inflected forms of a word so that they can be ana-
lyzed as a single item, identified by the word’s lemma.
Lemmatization is closely related to stemming. The dif-
ference is that a stemmer operates on a single word
without knowledge of the context, and therefore can-
not discriminate between words which have different
meanings depending on part of speech. For example, a
word “better” can be transformed to “good” when we
use lemmatization. But for stemming, it cannot con-
duct the transformation.

� Spelling correction: By using the spell check tool-
PYENCHANT library, the misspelled words appear-
ing in user feedback are corrected.

� Contractions expansion:We extend the possible contrac-
tions of English words in user feedback. For example,
the abbreviated form “It’s” becomes “It is”.

� Nouns and verbs filtering: We adopt a part of speech
(POS) tagging classification to identify the nouns
and verbs from user feedback and issue reports.
Only these words are considered to compute the fol-
lowing textual similarity because they are the most
representative words in the documents.

� Non-English characters filtering: We find that the ASCII
codes of the non-English characters are out of the
range of 65-90 and 97-122. Therefore, we utilize regular
expression to filter the non-English characters existing
in each word by matching the range of the ASCII
codes.

As a result, the process returns bag-of-words for user feed-
back.We use themas the input of the following steps.

We find that there are three clustering algorithms fre-
quently utilized in the research articles5 published in Soft-
ware Engineering (SE) field at the last 5 years. These
algorithms include Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), K-
means, and Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applica-
tions with Noise (DBSCAN). Moreover, we also consider to
verify the performance of the three extended versions of
LDA: SentenceLDA, CopulaLDA, and HDP. By comparing
their performance on our data set, the result shows that
HDP performs the best among the above-mentioned cluster-
ing algorithms. Therefore, we select HDP to cluster the user
feedback. With regard to comparing process and result,
please refer to Section 5.

3. http://www.nltk.org
4. http://textblob.readthedocs.org/en/dev/

5. We only consider the research papers published in ICSE, FSE,
ASE, TSE, TOSEM, and EMSE
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When the process of topic modelling is finished, each
cluster is treated as a query to search the classes that need to
be changed.

3.4 Building a Link between Feedback Clusters
and Issue Reports

Most of users have not enough knowledge to understand pro-
gramdevelopment and bug fixing, thus user feedback usually
includes inadequate information related to change requests.
Therefore, directly computing the textual similarity between
the user feedback and classes can lead to low similarity
scores so that it is possible to result in the result like CHANGE-
ADVISOR that some change request-related reviews cannot
match the correct classes because the similarity score is lower
than the threshold. To avoid this situation, we use issue
reports that provide the detailed information of bugs and
feature requests as a bridge to build a link between feedback
clusters and classes to be changed so that we can use issue
reports to enrich user feedback.

Before enriching feedback clusters via issue reports, it is
necessary to refine these clusters because the clustering results
via algorithms are still far away from themanual classification
results (See Section 5). Note that we do not use the manual
classification results to replace the automated clustering
results due to the following two reasons. First, Where2-

Change is a semi-automated change request localization tool
which is developed to reduce the developers’ workload.
Thus, we only conduct the moderate manual refinement pro-
cess for feedback clusters; second, our purpose is to build the
accurate links between feedback clusters and issue reports
rather than directly compute the similarity scores between
feedback clusters and source code. By referring to the manual
classification results, we conduct the refinement process as
the following two steps:

� We remove the feedback entries which are very dif-
ferent from others in the same cluster.

� We add the appropriate feedback entries which have
the stronger relations with the most of feedback
entries in a cluster.

We adopt a method named “full voting” to complete the
aforementioned steps. In detail, we convoke the persons
who have the qualification to decide which feedback entries
should be removed/added. We grant seven persons the
right to vote. These persons include the first two authors of
our article, the developers who are invited to manually clas-
sify user feedback, and the expert who are responsible for
verifying the classification results. When all seven persons
come to an agreement, we conduct the refinement process
by removing/adding the corresponding feedback entries.
Fig. 5 shows the refinement process for the clustering results
via HDP. The small circles present the user feedback entries
which are clustered into the three difference groups with
the difference colors. Note that A1 is far from the original
cluster marked by the black color and close to another clus-
ter marked by the blue color. We have the same finding for
B1. When all seven persons also vote for removing them
from their original clusters and adding them into other clus-
ters, the refinement process is conducted. For example, the
user feedback entry “In other words, you cant reverse sort or
manually configure it either” describes the different problem

with other feedback entries such as “It doesn’t show up on my
phone except to say it’s been successfully installed” in the same
cluster. The former indicates a sorting problem of Antenna-
Pod while the latter entries describe the problems of Anten-
naPod on installation and downloading. All seven persons
also agree to remove the former entry and add it into a new
cluster. In the new cluster, this entry describes the similar
problem with other ones such as “No sorting You aren’t able
to sort podcast subscriptions or podcast episodes”. These entries
also describe the sorting problem of AntennaPod.

After conducting the refinement process, we build the
links between the user feedback clusters and the appropri-
ate issue reports to produce the enriched versions of feed-
back clusters in order to improve the accuracy of change
request localization.

We compute the textual similarity between a cluster of
user feedback and an issue report by utilizingWord2Vec [10]
which can help to locate more source code classes related
to change requests for more user feedback than other similar-
ity metrics such as Dice coefficient [25], tf�idf [26], andMicro-
soft Concept Graph (MCG) [27]. With regard to comparing
process and result, please refer to Section 5. Word2Vec aims
tomap aword into semanticword embedding. It takes a large
corpus of text as its input and produces a vector space, with
each unique word in the corpus being assigned a corres-
ponding vector in the space. We utilize Word2Vec with the
skip-gram model [28]. In k dimensions (k=100 in our work),
each word can be represented as the vector defined as fol-
lows:

vecðwordÞ������! ¼ hv1; v2; . . .; vki: (1)

Thus, a document can then be mapped into the space by

Cs ¼ uT �HW: (2)

Fig. 5. Refinement process for the clustering results.
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Here, uT is the vector of the TF-IDF weights of the words
in the document computed by the following formula:

TF � IDF weight ¼ tft;d � log
N

nt
; (3)

where tft;d is a frequency of term t in the document d. log N
nt

presents the inverse document frequency which is a mea-
sure of how much information the word provides. N is the
total number of documents while nt is the number of docu-
ments which contain term t.

HW is the word vector matrix. In this matrix, the ith line
represents the word vector of the word i. The matrix is con-
structed by concatenating the word vectors of all words in
the document. Via matrix multiplication, a document is
transferred to a vector of semantic categories, denoted as Cs.

When we get the word vectors of the cluster of feedback
clusteri and the issue report IRj, we use the cosine similar-
ity to compute their semantic similarity, which is defined by

CosineSimðclusteri; IRjÞ ¼
Pn

k¼1 vkivkjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
k¼1 v

2
ki

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
k¼1 v

2
kj

q ;

(4)

where vki and vkj indicate the weight of kth word in clusteri
and IRj, respectively. They are computed by formula (2).

When the similarity score is more than the threshold, we
treat the issue report as the feedback-related issue report.
Thus, the link between the cluster of user feedback and the
issue report is built. Note that the feedback cluster may link
to multiple issue reports.

After we get the links between the feedback cluster and
the issue reports, we use the issue reports to enrich the feed-
back cluster. As a result, we can get the multiple enriched
versions of this cluster of feedback. For example, if we use
the issue report IR1 to enrich the feedback cluster clusteri,
we can get the enriched feedback cluster Eci1 which is one
of the multiple enriched versions.

3.5 Change Request Localization Using Enriched
Cluster of User Feedback

Before conducting change request localization through
the enriched feedback clusters, we start a process of pre-
processing to remove noise data contained in source code.
We implement the same steps of pre-processing with user
feedback and issue reports. More precisely, we 1) separate
composed identifiers using the camel case splitting which
separates words on underscores, capital letters, and numeri-
cal digits base, 2) return capital letters to lower case, and 3)
remove special characters.

Classical cosine similarity does not consider the influence
of different words’ weights on the performance when we
use it to implement change request localization. Undoubt-
edly, some important words that may have low weights6 so
that the accuracy of change request localization is reduced.

In order to resolve this problem, we propose a weight
selection-based cosine similarity to select the best weight
value for each word in enriched cluster of user feedback

and classes to be changed so that we can obtain the best per-
formance of change localization. We present the new simi-
larity metric in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1.Weight Selection-based Cosine Similarity

Input: Ec: A set of enriched clusters of user feedback; C: A set
of potential classes that should be changed; Ir: A set of issue
reports; W

init
j
i
: initial weight of word j in Ci; stepsize: used

to adjust the weight of words; K: the number of classes we

will recommend.
Output:A ranked list of top-K classes to be changed.
1: W

last
j
i
=W

init
j
i
; //Initialization

2: While iteration times iter < 100 Do:
3: W

current
j
i
=W

last
j
i
;

4: For each issue report Iri in Ir:
5: CCi=correct classes to be changed (Ground Truth List);
6: Compute cosine similarity scores between Iri and all

classes usingW
current

j
i
;

7: For Ci is ranked at top-K in the output list:
8: Wcurrenti is the weight of each word in Ci;
9: If Ci is in CCi: Do nothing;
10: Else the weight of all common words=Wcurrenti -

stepsize;
11: End For
12: For Ci is ranked at from K+1 to the maximal number of

classes:
13: Wcurrenti is the weight of each word in Ci.
14: If Ci is in CCi:
15: the weight of all common words=Wcurrenti+stepsize;
16: Else Do nothing;
17: End For
18: End For;
19: W

last
j
i
=W

current
j
i
;

20: If theMRRcurrent > MRRprevious:
21: W

best
j
i
=W

current
j
i
;

22: End While and getW
best

j
i

23: Compute cosine similarity between Eci and all classes
usingW

best
j
i
.

24: return A ranked list of top-K classes to be changed;

Since each enriched cluster of user feedback is generated
by linking them with issue reports, we first compute the tex-
tual similarity scores between issue reports linked to user
feedback and source code classes to decide the best weights of
words when the number of iteration times achieves 100.7 At
each iteration, when a top-K class Ci in the output list is not a
correct class to be changed, we reduce the weight of all com-
mon words by subtracting a stepsize (i.e., 0.05). In the other
case, ifCi ranked at behind top-K (i.e., ranked at from topK+1
to the maximal number) is a correct class, we add the weight
of all commonwords by adding a stepsize. This process termi-
nates till the MRR score achieves the highest. MRR is a fre-
quently-used evaluation function in Information Retrieval-
based Change Request (or Fault) Localization. We show the
detailed definition and explanation at Section 5.1.

6. Due to the fewer occurrence, some important words may have
lower weight than other unimportant words.

7. We find that the results are not almost changed when the number
of iteration times is more than 100, thus we set the number of iteration
times is 100.
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We use the best weight of each word to compute cosine
similarity between each feedback cluster and source code clas-
ses in order to achieve the optimum performance of change
request localization so that it can ensure that more feedback
clusters can be linked to the correct classes that should be
changed.

For each enriched version8 (i.e., Ec11; . . . ; Ec1i) of the
feedback cluster-cluster1, we can get the ranked list of clas-
ses to be changed. For all enriched versions of the feedback
cluster, we get the final result as follows:

CLðcluster1Þ ¼ CLðEc11Þ \ CLðEc12Þ \ . . . \ CLðEc1iÞ;
(5)

where CLðcluster1Þ represents the final list of classes to be
changed for the cluster of user feedback cluster1. CLðEc1iÞ
stands for the list of ranked classes to be changed for an
enriched version Ec1i of the feedback cluster. Note that Ec1i
is enriched by the issue report IRi.

To fairly compare the performance of our approach and
CHANGEADVISOR, for each class in the final ranking list of a
feedback cluster (e.g., cluster1), we choose the highest simi-
larity score between it and all enriched versions as the final
ranking score.

4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We evaluate the proposed change localization approach from
four aspects. First, we examine whether we have selected the
best approach for each step (i.e., user feedback clustering,
feedback cluster enrichment, and class ranking) in our
approach using our data set (i.e., RQ1). Second, we evaluate
whether the proposed approach performs better than the pre-
vious studies including CHANGEADVISOR, BLUiR, and BLIA

(i.e., RQ2). Next, we analyze the importance of issue reports in
our approach (i.e., RQ3). Finally, we explain why we select
user feedback as queries rather than issue reports to conduct
change request localization (i.e., RQ4).

We answer RQ1 and RQ2 in Section 5, and answer RQ3
and RQ4 in Section 6.

� RQ1: For each step in our approach, do we select the best
method among alternative ones?

Motivation: 1) In the process of user feedback clus-
tering, we implement six clustering algorithms (i.e.,
LDA, sentenceLDA, CopulaLDA, HDP, K-means,
and DBSCAN) to group them. Thus, we need to find
which one performs the best and use it to generate
the clusters as the queries to search the classes that
need to be changed; 2) In the process of user feed-
back enrichment, we introduce three similarity met-
rics including Dice coefficient, tf�idf, and MCG to
build a link between a cluster of feedback and the
issue reports by replacing Word2Vec. Therefore, we
need to evaluate whether Word2Vec performs the
best when we use it to enrich user feedback clusters;
3) As a key part of Where2Change, we propose the
new similarity function named by weight selection-
based cosine similarity to measure the similarity

between an enriched user feedback cluster and the
classes to be changed. This novel similarity function
considers the influence of different weights of terms
on the performance of change localization so that the
best weight values are used to measure the similar-
ity. It is necessary to verify whether the newly pro-
posed similarity metric performs better than classic
cosine similarity.

Method: For Motivation 1), we use the evaluation
metrics Homogeneity, Completeness, and V score [29]
to compare the results of clustering algorithms with
gold standard which consists of the clusters generated
by the experienced developers manually. Then we
select the best one to cluster the user feedback. For
Motivation 2) and 3), we invite experienced developers
to manually build the ground truth which reports the
actual links between user feedback clusters and the
source code, thenwe can use these classes contained in
the ground truth to compare the Top�N , Precision,
Recall,MRR,MAP values for each project in our data
sets. According to the results of change localization, we
can know which metric is more suitable to find correct
issue reports for enriching user feedback clusters and
whether the weight selection-based cosine similarity
performs better than classic cosine similarity.

� RQ2: Does our approach outperforms others in terms of
the accuracy of change localization?

Motivation: 1) By using issue reports to enrich user
feedback contained in the clusters and utilizing the
proposed weight selection-based cosine similarity
function, we successfully implement Where2Change
to locate classes to be changed according to user
reviews. We should evaluate whether these new char-
acteristics in Where2Change can lead to higher accu-
racy of change localization than CHANGEADVISOR. 2)
In the literature [8], Palomba et al. compare the perfor-
mance of CHANGEADVISOR and BLUiR which is a
structured IR-based fault localization approach. Youm
et al. proposed BLIA which performs better than
BLUiR. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate whether
our approach performs better thanBLUiR and BLIA.

Method: We can answer this research question by
comparing the Top�N , Precision, Recall, MRR,
MAP values between our approach and the previous
studies that include CHANGEADVISOR, BLUiR, and
BLIA for each project in our data sets.

� RQ3: Does the incorporation of issue reports help to boost
the effectiveness of Where2Change?

Motivation: Byusing Where2Change, we can locate
more source code classes that should be changed for
more user feedback clusters. Researchersmay be inter-
ested in the root causes. Since we adopt issue reports
to enrich user feedback contained in the clusters, it is
necessary to analyze how issue reports can help to
improve the performance of the proposed approach.

Method: We analyze the compositions of issue
reports in order to show how these compositions can
help to improve the performance of change request
localization. In order to demonstrate the importance of
issue reports in our approach, we compare the perfor-
mance of change request localization using our

8. Each enriched version is produced by a cluster of user feedback
and each issue report which links to the feedback cluster.
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approach that utilizes the enriched user feedback clus-
ters via issue reports and the performance of the
approach that only adopts original user feedback.

� RQ4: Why do we adopt user feedback rather than issue
reports as queries to conduct change localization?

Motivation: In the previous studies, researchers tend
to utilize issue reports as queries to perform change
request localization. Even though CHANGEADVISOR

also used user feedback to implement the same goal, it
does not give an answer for this question. Thus, in our
work, we should investigate the reason by deeply ana-
lyzing the different characteristics of user feedback
and issue reports formobile apps.

Method: We analyze the different characteristics of
user feedback and issue reports, and investigate their
generation frequency in each mobile app. According to
the result, we can explain why we adopt user feedback
as queries for locating classes related to change requests.

5 EXPERIMENT

5.1 Experiment Setup

We collect the user views, the issue reports, and the classes
from 10 open-source mobile app projects in GitHub. Note
that we only consider the closed (i.e., fixed) issue reports
because their descriptions are confirmed and effective. We
first download top-100 popular open source mobile apps
according to the stars’ ranking list in GitHub as our candi-
date projects, and then we filter out the projects which have
less than 50 issue reports and 1,400 reviews because a small
number of issue reports and reviews are not sufficient to
evaluate the performance of our approach and other meth-
ods. Finally, we select top-10 projects from the remaining
mobile apps. The scale of our data set is shown in Table 2.
In the first row, RE, RP, CS, and FB stand for user reviews,
issue reports, classes, and user feedback, respectively. For
Period, the format is day/month/year where “year” indicates
the time line in the CENTURY 21.

In our data sets, we have two projects (i.e., K-9 Mail and
WordPress) that have been used to evaluate CHANGEADVI-

SOR. We do not collect the data from other projects adopted
by CHANGEADVISOR because they do not meet our selection
criteria (e.g., small number of issue reports). The experimen-
tal result shows that our approach outperforms CHANGEAD-
VISOR in both projects that have been used in the evaluation
of CHANGEADVISOR and new projects.

In order to fairly compare our approach-Where2Change
and the baselines that include CHANGEADVISOR [8], BLUiR
[5], and BLIA [6], we adopt the same user feedback in the
categories Problem Discovery and Feature Request to imple-
ment them.

After we extracted user feedback from user reviews, we
cluster the user feedback as queries to implement the base-
lines. Specially for CHANGEADVISOR, we do not adopt the
default value defined in the online Appendix, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TSE.2019.2956941
[30]. Instead, we adjust the threshold value from 0.1 to 1 in
order to compare the performance of our approach and the
best performance of CHANGEADVISOR on our data set.

To compare Where2Change and baselines, we should
build a benchmark data set (i.e., ground truth). Since Palomba
et al. do not open the ground truth at any forum,9 it is difficult
to compare the results. Therefore, it is necessary to build a
high-quality ground truth which can be used to evaluate the
performance of our approach and baselines. Fortunately, we
find the followingway to create the ground truth:

Building Ground Truth: We also adopt the manual verifica-
tion method which is the same as the approach used in
CHANGEADVISOR. In detail, we invite four developers from
Zhuhai Duozhi Science and Technology Company Limited
to help us build the links between user feedback clusters
and source code classes. These developers have more than
10-years software programming and testing experience. In
addition, they are familiar with the mobile apps’ software
maintenance and testing process. We pay 100 RMB (equal to
14.5 USD) to each developer per working day. They rely on
the summaries produced by SURF to understand the user
feedback and build the links. In addition, to avoid the possible
omission for the links, they also refer to the contents of issue
reports and commits which can help them understand which
issues were mentioned and which source code classes were
changed by developers in the historical softwaremaintenance
process.After onemonth (22working days), theyhad finished
the task. Then we invite the senior software test specialist
from Alibaba Company to verify whether these source code
classes are linked to the given user feedback clusters accu-
rately. He has more than 15-years software testing experience
at Baidu andAlibaba. He has the right tomodify the errors by
discussing with the above-mentioned four developers.

TABLE 2
The Scale of our Data Set

Project # RE # RP # CS # FB Period

AntennaPod 2,089 114 350 125 21/09/12-21/12/16
Automattic 1,404 95 66 225 18/06/13-29/11/16
Cgeo 4,480 1,488 790 414 18/07/11-05/02/17
Chrislacy 1,477 153 152 200 16/02/13-27/06/14
K-9 Mail 4,480 58 529 1,109 18/03/15-05/02/17
OneBusAway 2,107 271 293 306 14/08/12-25/01/17
Twidere 2,120 117 610 486 07/07/14-05/02/17
UweTrottmann 4,480 114 335 369 03/07/11-26/01/17
WhisperSystems 4,480 209 702 346 22/12/11-06/02/17
Wordpress 4,480 653 612 1,339 07/03/13-08/02/17
All 31,597 3,272 4,439 4,919

TABLE 3
Data Scale of Ground Truth

Project CSlink CSoverall CLHDP AvgCSlink RAvgCSlink

AntennaPod 140 350 36 3.9 1.1%
Automattic 34 66 12 2.8 4.2%
Cgeo 726 790 20 36.3 4.6%
Chrislacy 88 152 8 11.0 7.2%
K-9 Mail 71 529 8 8.9 1.7%
OneBusAway 235 293 34 6.9 2.4%
Twidere 264 610 30 8.8 1.4%
UweTrottmann 120 335 20 6.0 1.8%
WhisperSystems 185 702 16 11.6 1.7%
WordPress 577 612 12 48.1 7.9%

9. These forums include journal articles, conference/workshop
papers, books, blogs, emails, etc.
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Finally, we get the ground truth for these projects. Table 3
shows the scale of the ground truth. In this table,CSlink shows
the number of classes linked to the user feedback clusters
while CSoverall represents the total number of classes in each
app of our data set. CLHDP indicates the number of user feed-

back clusters in each app. AvgCSlink is defined by CSlink
CLHDP

,

which stands for the average number of linked classes per
cluster. RAvgCSlink shows the ratio of the average number of
linked classes per cluster to the overall number of classes in
each app,which is defined by AvgCSlink

CSoverall
. We note that the ratio is

less than 5 percent for most of apps except Chrislacy and
WordPress in which the ratio is less than 8 percent. This fact
indicates that manual change request localization is a difficult
work because developers should select the small number of
ones linked touser feedback fromplenty of classes. Obviously,
it is a time-consuming task, fortunately, our approach can
automate this process so that it becomes easy for developers.

In order to guarantee the quality of the ground truth, we
invite the top-10 active developers who posted the greatest
number of comments in each app of our data set to verify
the correct links between user feedback clusters and source
code classes. We define two metrics that include hitting rate
and missing rate to evaluate the quality. The hitting rate
indicates howmany classes are correctly linked to user feed-
back clusters in the ground truth, which is defined by the
ratio of the number of correct links to the overall number of
links in the ground truth; and the missing rate presents how
many links between classes and user feedback clusters are
missed, which is defined by the ratio of the number of cor-
rect links missed by the developers when they build the
ground truth to the overall number of classes that should be
correctly linked to the user feedback clusters. As a result,
only one developer from Automattic gives a positive
response and are willing to help us verify whether all 34
classes are correctly linked to 12 user feedback clusters pro-
duced by HDP in the ground truth. Moreover, he also help
to check whether the ground truth may miss some links in
the remaining 32 (66-34=32) classes which are not linked to
any clusters by the developers. In the letter of reply, he
wrote “I have very interested in your current work so that I am
willing to help you check these links in Automattic. I want to try
Where2Changeas soon as possible.” In the end, he found that
33 classes are correct linked to the user feedback clusters
(i.e., the hitting rate=33/34=97.06%). In the remaining 32
classes, he found that there are 2 classes that should be
linked to the clusters (i.e., the missing rate=2/(33+2)
=5.71%). Overall, the result is acceptable and the low miss-
ing rate only has the slight influence for the results pro-
duced by our approach. Therefore, we confirm the
developers’ capacity for building the ground truth. When
we invite the developer from Automattic to continue check-
ing the links in other apps, he told us he is very busy and he
is not familiar with other apps. Therefore, it may be a threat
that we are not sure what the hitting rate and the missing
rate are in other apps. However, because of the case of
Automattic which has the similar characteristics with other
mobile apps [1], we believe that the threat is not big.

Pre-training Word2Vec: Mikolov et al. [10] point out that
Word2Vec should be trained on a large-scale data corpus.
Therefore, we cannot utilize our data set to train Word2Vec

due to its relatively small data scale (only 31,597 user
reviews and 3,272 issue reports). In order to guarantee
Word2Vec worked well, we collect a 12.2G data corpus
from Wikipedia10 to train Word2Vec. This large-scale data
corpus includes abundant words and their sematic forms.
Then we use pre-defined Word2Vec to implement cosine
similarity measure which is used to build the links between
user feedback clusters and issue reports.

We evaluate the performance of our approach and base-
lines by using the following metrics:

� Top-N: this metric counts the number of feedback
clusters in which at least one source code class
related to change request was found and ranked in
top-N (N=1, 3, 5). For examples, given a cluster of
user feedback, if the top-N ranking results contain at
least one class in the ground truth, we regard that
the bug or the feature request has be localized suc-
cessfully in the top-N rank.

� Precision: the metric is defined by TP
TPþFP . TP (i.e.,

True Positive instances) indicates the number of top-
5 instances (e.g., classes to be changed) recom-
mended correctly, FP (i.e., False Positive instances)
represents the number of top-5 instances recom-
mended incorrectly.

� Recall: the metric is defined by TP
TPþFN. FN (i.e., False

Negative instances) means the number of correct
instances that are not recommended at top-5 ranking
list by the approach.

� Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): this metric is defined as
the multiplicative inverse of the rank of first correctly
returned class within the top-5 results. Therefore,
MRR averages such measures for all queries in the
dataset, i.e., 1

jQj
PjQj

i¼1
1

Ranki
. Here, Ranki is the rank of

first correctly returned class within the top-5 results.
jQj is the total number of queries (i.e., clusters of
user feedback). The higher the MRR value is, the bet-
ter the performance of change localization is.

� Mean Average Precision (MAP): this metric is different
with MRR because it considers all ranked classes
rather than the first correct class for each query.
MAP is the mean of the average precision values for
all queries. The average precision of a single query q

is computed as AvgP ðqÞ ¼ PM
i¼1

P ðjÞ�relðjÞ
Npositive

. Here, j is

the rank in the list of returned top-5 results; M is the
total number of retrieved classes; relðjÞ is a binary
indicator to verify whether the ith class is a correct
object (i.e., the value is 1) or not (i.e., the value is 0);
Npositive presents the number of positive instances
(i.e., TP ); and P ðjÞ is the precision at the given cut-

off rank j, which is defined as
Npositive in top j ranks

j .

Then, MAP is defined as

PjQj
k¼1

AvgP ðqkÞ
jQj where jQj is

the total number of queries.
Among these evaluationmeasures, Top-Nverifieswhether

an approach can successfully locate the source code classes
related to change requests for more user feedback clusters
while Recall verifies whether an approach can successfully

10. https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/latest/
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locate more correct classes for the user feedback clusters. Pre-
cision, MRR, and MAP also mention the accuracy at top-5
ranking results. In our work, we care more about the Top-N
and Recall values because the results are related to our moti-
vation to verify whether our approach can locate more source
code classes related to change request for more user feedback
clusters thanCHANGEADVISOR.

Parameter Adjusting: In order to avoid adjusting excessive
parameters that may increase additional computing cost,
we design our approach with less parameters. In the first
phase, we adopt HDP which shows the best clustering per-
formance (See Section 5.2) to group user feedback. In HDP,
we do not mention (or set) the number of topics in advance
because it can group the elements based on their probability
distribution. Therefore, we need not to adjust the number of
topics. In fact, in our algorithm, we only tune one parame-
ter, i.e., ufeedback which is a threshold value to decide whether
the issue reports should be selected to link (or enrich) the
user feedback. We adjust it in the light of the performance
(i.e., MRR) of change request localization. We set the value
to 0.4 for achieving the highest arithmetic mean of MRR
scores for all projects in our data set.

Our experiment includes two parts: pilot study (See
Tables 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) and real experiment (See
Table 21). In pilot study, we verify whether issue reports can
link user feedback and whether enriched user feedback can
improve the performance of change request localization.
Thus, we do not group the data according to the time frame.
In real experiment, we focus on implementing Where2-

Change in the real development environment. We utilize
the historical issue reports to enrich the newly submitted
user feedback in Where2Change. In the following sections,
we show the experimental results.

5.2 Answer to RQ1: Best Decision

In the process of user feedback clustering, we select the fol-
lowing six popular clustering algorithms to cluster the user
feedback:

� LDA: It is a type of topic model that uses groups of
topic words to explain sets of documents. In LDA,
each document in the corpus collection is presented
as a mixture of latent topics, and each topic is repre-
sented by a series of words and their occurrence
probability.

� SentenceLDA: It is an extension of LDA for incorpo-
rating part of text structure in the topic model. LDA
and SentenceLDA differ in that the latter assumes a
very strong dependence of the latent topics between
the words of sentences, whereas the former assumes
independence between the words of documents in
general. In SentenceLDA, the text spans can vary
from paragraphs to sentences and phrases depend-
ing on the different tasks’ purposes. Therefore it can
control the number of topics according to the differ-
ent text spans in the documents.

� CopulaLDA: It extends LDA to incorporate the topical
dependencies within sentences and noun-phrases
using copulas which include a family of distribution
functions which can offer a flexible way to model the
joint probability of random variables using only their

marginals. Using copulas can result in decoupling the
marginal distributions by the underlying dependency
so that it can help to improve the performance of LDA
by integrating simple text structure in the topic model.
Due to copulas that result in more flexibility than
assigning the same topic in each term of the sentence
which is illustrated in the performance difference
betweenCopulaLDA and SentenceLDA. The former is
more flexible and performs better.

� HDP: It is an extension of LDA. Different from LDA,
HDP does not need to confirm the number of topics
before starting a clustering process. It implements a
nonparametric Bayesian approach which iteratively
groups documents based on a probability distribution.

� K-means: As a classical clustering algorithm, it aims
to group the documents into k clusters in which each
document belongs to the cluster with the nearest
mean.

� DBSCAN: It is a density-based clustering algorithm,
which groups the documents lied in high-density
regions in the vector space. Different from K-means,
it does not require a parameter to define the number
of clusters before starting a clustering process. More-
over, it can find irregular-shaped clusters.

We implement the above-mentioned clustering algorithms
and apply them to our data set. Then, followed by the descrip-
tion at the literature [29], we compare their clustering perfor-
mance with gold standardwhich consists of the clusters of user
feedback generated by the manual way. We first invite the
developers whoworked in the appropriate app’s team to help
us cluster the user feedback via publicity mail addresses.
However, no one is willing to do this work. We receive a
developer’s response: “It looks like a very complicated and time-
consuming task, so I am afraid I cannot complete it even though you
can pay.” Therefore we adopt an alternative solution. In detail,
we invite the same four developers who help us to create the
ground truth (See Section 5.1). We also pay 100 RMB (equal to
14.5 USD) to each developer per day. After two weeks, they
had clustered all selected user feedback. Then we invite the
senior software test specialist from Alibaba Company to ver-
ify whether these user feedback entries were clustered accu-
rately. He has the right to modify the errors by discussing
with the above-mentioned four developers. Finally, the clus-
tering result is called “gold standard”.

For the evaluation process, we first use three external
metrics that include Homogeneity, Completeness, and V
score [29] to evaluate the algorithms’ performance. The met-
rics are introduced as follows:

� Homogeneity, Completeness, and V score:Homogeneity is
the ratio of user feedback in a single cluster belonging
to the same cluster of gold standard. Completeness
measures the ratio of user feedback in a same cluster
of gold standardwhich are assigned to the same cluster
produced by algorithms. The lower bound is 0 and the
upper bound is 1. V score is the harmonic mean
between Homogeneity and Completeness, which is

defined by 2� Homogeneity�Completeness
HomogeneityþCompleteness.

Table 4 shows the best results of the different clustering
algorithms adopting the appropriate number of clusters
shown in Table 5. Note that all values keep one decimal place.
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For example, the value ofHomogeneity for DBSCAN inAuto-
mattic is 1.54e-016, and we list its approximate value-0.0 in
the table. The values in the last line show the arithmeticmeans
of all apps for each algorithm. Since the arithmeticmeans con-
sider the influence of the different number of clusters to the
performance of the different clustering algorithms, we use it
to evaluatewhich cluster algorithmperforms the best. Among
the six clustering algorithms, HDP and DBSCAN can auto-
matically select the appropriate number of clusters to group
the user feedback. We find that HDP performs better than
DBSCAN. The values of Homogeneity and V score of the for-
mer improve that of the latter by up to 10.9 and 5.9 percent,
respectively. For someprojects such asAutomattic, UweTrott-
mann, and Wordpress, the values of Homogeneity are very
close to 0 when DBSCAN is adopted. We find that this algo-
rithm produces only one cluster for each of the above-
mentioned appswhileHDPproduces relativelymore number
of clusters which result in better clustering performance. By
comparing the best performances of other topic models that
include LDA, SentenceLDA, CopulaLDA when they select
the appropriate numbers of clusters, HDP also performs bet-
ter than them. Specially, the values of Homogeneity, Com-
pleteness, and V score of HDP improve that of LDA by up to
11.9, 7.3, and 9.4 percent, which performs the lowest among
all clustering algorithms.

Based on the above analysis and the values in Table 4, we
can get a conclusion that HDP performs the best among six

popular clustering algorithms, we select it to group the user
feedback.

Note that the arithmetic mean values of Homogeneity,
Completeness, and V score are all less than 25 percent. This
indicates that for lots of user feedback, the results produced
by the clustering algorithms are different from manual clas-
sification results. For example, the following two entries of
user feedback “It doesn’t show up on my phone except to say it’s
been successfully installed” (R1) and “In other words, you
cant reverse sort order or manually configure it either” (R2)
for AntennaPod are grouped by HDP into the same cluster
while they belong to different groups in the gold standard
(i.e., produced by manual clustering). On the contrary, R1
and another entry of user feedback “Gpodder integration
stopped working long ago, and now episode auto download doesn’t
work anymore” (R3) are grouped by HDP into the same clus-
ter in the gold standard, however HDP does not group
them together. Thus, the results produced by the clustering
algorithms are still not optimal. The quality and style of
user reviews vary greatly [7], [24], [31], which makes auto-
matic clustering of user feedback a difficult problem. How-
ever, this finding does not influence our conclusion on
which clustering algorithm can produce the closest result
with the gold standard.

Although the clustering algorithms that we consider in
this work are not optimal, the use of HDP helps in improv-
ing the accuracy of the main task that we investigate in this
work, i.e., localization of change requests for app reviews.

In order to verify which metric is the best to build a link
between a cluster of user feedback and the issue reports, we
first conduct a pilot study described in Section 5.1. Specifi-
cally, we use three metrics including Dice coefficient [25],
tf�idf [26], and MCG [27] to re-implement Where2Change
by replacing Word2Vec. Dice coefficient can be directly
used to compute the similarity between two documents,
and other three metrics are introduced to transfer the docu-
ments to different kinds of vectors so that they can be input
into cosine similarity measure [32] to compute the similarity
scores. We introduce them one by one as follows:

� Dice coefficient: Dice coefficient is a statistic used for
comparing the similarity of two samples, thus it can
be used to compute the similarity between a cluster
of change-related user feedback and an issue report.

TABLE 5
The Number of Clusters when the Clustering Algorithms Achieve

the Best Performance

Project The number of clusters

LDA SenLDA CopLDA HDP K-means DBSCAN

AntennaPod 6 16 10 36 24 10
Automattic 2 10 10 12 10 1
Cgeo 8 12 10 20 38 6
Chrislacy 16 6 14 8 14 15
K-9 mail 6 4 12 8 4 26
OneBusAway 4 16 16 34 16 14
Twidere 6 22 22 30 6 14
UweTrottmann 10 14 18 20 8 1
WhisperSystems 6 12 24 16 8 29
Wordpress 10 6 14 12 12 1

TABLE 4
Homogeneity, Completeness, V Score (x%) of Different Clustering Algorithms

Project LDA SenLDA CopLDA HDP K-means DBSCAN

H% C% V% H% C% V% H% C% V% H% C% V% H% C% V% H% C% V%

AntennaPod 9.1 12.9 10.7 29.5 24.5 26.7 20.3 20.9 20.6 48.3 32.6 38.9 37.0 27.3 31.5 15.3 28.2 19.9
Automattic 2.9 8.5 4.3 15.8 13.9 14.8 13.6 12.5 13.1 15.3 16.1 15.7 14.8 13.2 14.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
Cgeo 5.3 6.9 5.9 10.0 8.4 9.1 7.4 6.8 7.1 13.7 10.6 12.0 23.9 14.2 17.8 2.9 7.5 4.1
Chrislacy 24.3 16.9 19.9 7.2 7.2 7.2 15.2 10.9 12.7 7.6 10.8 8.9 23.5 17.0 19.8 20.0 23.2 21.5
K-9 mail 2.3 3.1 2.6 1.5 2.2 1.8 3.7 3.3 3.5 2.8 3.1 2.9 1.1 2.1 1.4 4.5 10.0 6.2
OneBusAway 4.0 6.8 5.0 13.9 11.0 12.3 13.5 11.1 12.2 23.1 16.6 19.3 14.7 12.2 13.3 7.7 13.8 9.9
Twidere 4.9 5.8 5.3 14.2 10.3 11.9 15.2 11.4 13.0 17.9 13.9 15.7 4.1 6.1 5.0 4.5 9.8 6.1
UweTrottmann 7.5 7.7 7.6 12.7 10.1 11.3 13.0 10.1 11.3 15.5 12.3 13.7 6.6 7.0 6.8 0.0 100.0 0.0
WhisperSystems 6.0 7.5 6.6 11.1 9.8 10.4 22.3 16.5 18.9 13.7 12.4 13.0 8.7 9.5 9.1 15.4 20.0 17.4
Wordpress 2.6 3.1 2.8 1.7 2.3 1.9 4.1 3.9 3.9 2.8 3.3 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.3 0.0 100.0 0.0
Arithmetic mean 9.3 8.8 8.8 14.0 11.5 12.6 13.6 11.0 12.1 21.2 16.1 18.2 19.3 14.1 16.2 10.3 18.3 12.3
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It is defined as follows:

Simðclusteri; IRjÞ ¼
jWordclusteri \WordIRj

j
minðjWordclusteri j; jWordIRj

jÞ ; (6)

whereWordclusteri is the set of words contained in the
cluster i, WordIRj

is the set of words contained in
issue report j, and the function min shown in the
denominator normalizes the similarity between the
cluster of feedback and the issue report via the num-
ber of words contained in the shortest document
containing the fewest words.

� tf�idf: tf�idf is a popular metric to represent docu-
ments as vectors of words. The value for each word
is its TF-IDF weight which is computed by formula
(3) shown in Section 3.4. When we get all words’ TF-
IDF weights, a document can be transferred to a vec-
tor of the TF-IDF weights. Then we can use the
cosine similarity measure (i.e., formula (4)) to com-
pute the textual similarity between the cluster of
feedback clusteri and the issue report IRj.

� MCG: MCG aims to map text format entities into
semantic concept categories with some probabilities. It
can also overcome the limitation in traditional token-
based models such as tf�idf that only compares lexical
words in the document. This metric captures the
semantics ofwords bymappingwords to their concept

categories. By using MCG, a word can be represented
as its semantic concept categories with probabilities.
For example, consider the word “Microsoft”, which
can be categorized into a large number of concepts
such as “company”, “developer”, and “software”.
Therefore, a word can be transferred to a concept vec-
tor so that a document can then be mapped into the
space by

Cd ¼ uT �HM; (7)

where uT is the vector of the TF-IDF weights of the
words in the document computed by formula (2)
and HM is the concept matrix. A concept matrix is
constructed by concatenating the concept vectors of
all words in the document. Via matrix multiplica-
tion, a document is transferred to a vector of concept
categories, denoted as Cd. In fact, the document is
mapped to the concept space by assigning a proba-
bility to each concept category to which the docu-
ment belongs. This probability is estimated by
summing up the corresponding probabilities of all
the words contained in the document.

After we get the concept vectors of the cluster of
feedback clusteri and the issue report IRj, we can
also use the cosine similarity defined by formula (4)
to compute their concept similarity.

TABLE 6
Top-N (T1, T3, T5) Values Comparison using Different Similarity Metrics for the Feedback Clusters Linked to Issue Reports

Project
Where2ChangeDice Where2Changetf �idf Where2ChangeMCG Where2Change

T1 T3 T5 T1 T3 T5 T1 T3 T5 T1 T3 T5

AntennaPod 18 31 32 11 27 30 23 32 32 29 35 35
Automattic 3 5 7 4 7 9 10 10 10 12 12 12
Cgeo 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Chrislacy 2 4 4 4 7 7 6 8 8 7 7 7
K-9 Mail 0 2 3 1 3 5 3 5 6 5 6 6
OneBusAway 32 32 32 29 29 29 31 31 31 33 33 33
Twidere 19 23 25 20 24 26 27 30 30 25 28 28
UweTrottmann 11 18 19 10 25 26 15 28 29 21 28 28
WhisperSystems 14 15 15 9 14 14 13 15 15 15 16 16
Wordpress 9 9 9 12 12 12 11 11 12 12 12 12
Arithmetic mean 16.6 20.8 21.6 14.8 21.2 22.3 19.8 24.0 24.2 22.2 24.8 24.8

TABLE 7
Precision (P), Recall (R), MRR (MR), and MAP (MA) Values (%) Comparison using

Different Similarity Metrics for the Feedback Clusters Linked to Issue Reports

Project
Where2ChangeDice Where2Changetf�idf Where2ChangeMCG Where2Change

P R MR MA P R MR MA P R MR MA P R MR MA

AntennaPod 55.91 47.28 22.82 61.09 58.73 33.64 21.94 59.12 51.43 65.46 23.20 61.14 50.99 69.99 21.45 57.50
Automattic 54.17 48.15 20.47 63.82 54.84 62.97 30.05 75.45 45.00 66.67 30.16 73.12 42.22 70.38 31.72 76.03
Cgeo 84.76 26.89 40.82 92.09 90.91 13.60 41.89 93.92 84.98 32.48 40.70 91.93 85.00 35.96 39.62 90.05
Chrislacy 68.75 13.93 29.25 75.47 67.50 34.18 28.01 71.84 81.09 75.95 30.46 75.01 75.00 83.55 31.68 76.46
K-9 Mail 22.58 9.86 4.59 18.18 33.33 9.86 10.62 35.44 37.68 36.63 7.42 25.04 36.67 46.48 10.65 34.48
OneBusAway 75.36 52.53 42.92 96.14 90.28 32.83 44.60 99.05 68.25 65.16 42.38 94.96 67.86 67.18 42.39 95.01
Twidere 34.29 18.54 25.46 66.83 41.96 18.15 23.35 61.97 34.78 27.80 29.63 74.37 37.14 30.12 29.91 74.04
UweTrottmann 52.00 39.01 20.45 55.84 47.31 44.01 18.37 51.09 48.30 71.00 18.43 51.32 46.36 70.00 16.92 48.37
WhisperSystems 75.61 33.52 33.20 81.07 73.02 24.87 33.55 82.30 63.64 56.76 31.52 77.66 62.36 60.00 32.17 78.73
Wordpress 87.64 17.07 41.73 92.95 92.77 16.85 43.79 96.93 78.32 38.74 43.06 96.17 76.33 40.92 41.83 94.13
Arithmetic mean 60.68 35.25 29.38 72.41 65.18 29.96 29.75 72.86 57.34 54.66 30.18 73.37 56.61 57.58 29.84 72.63
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According to these three similarmetrics, our approach pro-

duces three values: Where2ChangeDice, Where2Changetf�idf ,
and Where2ChangeMCG. We evaluate the performance of
change localization in order to find the best metric. Table 6
shows the values of Top-N (N=1, 3, 5) while Table 7 shows the
values of Precision, Recall, MRR, and MAP for Where2-

Change and their varietas. Note that the results are produced
by evaluating the feedback clusters which can link to issue
reports. We do not consider the clusters unmatched to issue
reports, because in this section focuses on the performance of
our approach using the four similarity metrics to build the
links between feedback clusters and issue reports.

In Table 6, the arithmetic mean Top-N (N=1, 3, 5) values
of Where2Change are larger than that of other varietas .
Where2ChangeMCG is the second-best due to their arithmetic
mean Top-N values which are close to the values of
Where2Change. In Table 7, for the arithmetic mean of recall
values, Where2Change is the best while Where2ChangeMCG

is the second-best due to the slight difference (57.58%-
54.66%=2.92%); for the arithmetic mean of MRR and
MAP values, Where2ChangeMCG is the best but the differen-
ces with other metrics are not obvious. For Precision,
Where2Changetf �idf is the best but the differences with
Where2Change and Where2ChangeMCG are less than 9
percent.

We analyze the possible reasons for the evaluation results.
Since Word2Vec and MCG also preserve terms’ semantic and
syntactic relationships [10], [27], the feedback clusters can link
to more relevant issue reports. More detailed descriptions
about software faults and feature requests in these issue reports
result in that a greater number of change requests appearing in
feedback clusters are successfully located. Therefore, the Top-
N values of Where2Change and Where2ChangeMCG are much
larger than that of Where2ChangeDice and Where2Changetf

_idf

which do not consider the terms’ semantic concepts. The

precision values ofWhere2ChangeDice andWhere2Changetf
_idf

are slightly larger than that of Where2ChangeWord2Vec and
Where2ChangeMCG. The result reveals that our approach using
tf � idf andDice can recommend more correct classes in top-5
results than othermetrics. This fact indicates that the terms can-
not always match to other terms with the same or similar
semantic concepts. In other words, some terms may match to
the wrong terms which have the different meaning with them.
This reason results from the fact that the precision values of our
approach using Word2Vec and MCG is not higher than that

using tf _idf and Dice. However, according to our motivation
described in Section 2.2, we expect that the new change request
localization approach can locate more source code classes
related to change requests for more user feedback clusters.
Much larger Top-N and recall values demonstrate that
Word2Vec and MCG are appropriate candidate metrics to
implement our goal.

For each app in our data set, we find that not all issue
reports are linked to the clusters of user feedback. Table 8
shows howmany issue reports can be actually linked to feed-
back clusters when we use the different metrics. The data on
last column shows the total number of issue reports in our
data set shown in Table 2. In this table, we note that the num-
bers of issue reports linked to the feedback clusters using
Word2Vec and MCG are larger than that using Dice and
tf � idf . Because the former metrics consider the semantic
information of issue reports anduser feedback, a greater num-
ber of issue reports are linked to the clusters of user feedback.
In addition, we find that the number of issue reports linked to
feedback clusters using Word2Vec is more than that using
MCG. This finding explains that why our approach using
Word2Vec can successfully locate a larger number of clusters
of user feedback than that usingMCG (See Table 6).

In addition, we note that not all clusters can link to issue
reports. Table 9 shows the number of feedback clusters and
the ratio which cannot link to issue reports when using dif-
ference metrics. When using Word2Vec, the number of feed-
back clusters unmatched to issue reports is the smallest
while the number is the largest when using Dice. Overall,
the number of clusters not linked to issue reports is much
smaller than that linked to issue reports. Therefore, the
effect of their results to all evaluation results is limited.
Table 10 shows the Precision, MRR, and MAP values of our
approach using difference metrics for the feedback clusters
unmatched to issue reports. Our approach using Dice
shows the best performance than other metrics. The reason
is that there are largest number of feedback clusters not
linked to issue reports when using Dice. When using
Word2Vec, our approach performs the worst because there
are 5 projects that have no clusters unlinked to issue reports
and other 5 projects that have less than or equal to 3 clusters
unmatched to issue reports. This fact also demonstrates that
Word2Vec can help user feedback link more relevant issue
reports so that more user feedback clusters are linked to cor-
rect source code classes that should be changed. Therefore,

TABLE 8
Number of Issue Reports Linked to Feedback

Clusters when using Different Metrics

Project
# RP linked to feedback clusters

# RP
Dice tf � idf Word2Vec MCG

AntennnaPod 55 31 102 91 114
Automattic 7 20 70 45 95
Cgeo 541 89 1,307 1,115 1,488
Chrislacy 5 24 127 44 153
K-9 Mail 7 7 52 41 58
OneBusAway 95 30 258 222 271
Twidere 34 33 108 84 117
UweTrottmann 30 26 107 89 114
WhisperSystems 56 21 199 171 209
Wordpress 37 37 506 396 653

TABLE 9
Number of Feedback Clusters (ratio) Unmatched to Issue

Reports when using Different Metrics

Project
# clusters (ratio) unmatched to issue reports

# clusters
Dice tf � idf Word2Vec MCG

AntennnaPod 4(11.1%) 6(16.7%) 1(2.8%) 4(11.1%) 36
Automattic 5(41.7%) 3(25.0%) 0(0.0%) 2(16.7%) 12
Cgeo 0(0.0%) 0(0.0%) 0(0.0%) 0(0.0%) 20
Chrislacy 4(50.0%) 1(12.5%) 0(0.0%) 1(12.5%) 8
K-9 Mail 4(50.0%) 3(37.5%) 2(25.0%) 2(25.0%) 8
OneBusAway 2(5.9%) 5(14.7%) 3(8.8%) 1(2.9%) 34
Twidere 3(10.0%) 2(6.7%) 0(0.0%) 2(6.7%) 30
UweTrottmann 11(36.7%) 2(6.7%) 1(3.3%) 1(3.3%) 30
WhisperSystems 1(68.8%) 2(12.5%) 1(6.3%) 0(0.0%) 16
Wordpress 2(16.7%) 0(0.0%) 0(0.0%) 0(0.0%) 12
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we select Word2Vec to find the relevant issue reports for
enriching user feedback clusters so that it can improve the
performance of change request localization.

In our approach, we proposeweight selection-based cosine
similarity metric to compute textual similarity between
enriched user feedback clusters and classes to be changed
instead of classic cosine similarity metric. Therefore, we
should verify whether our approach using weight selection-
based cosine similarity metric (i.e., Where2Change) performs
better than that using classic cosine similarity metric (i.e.,
Where2Changecosine). We re-implement our approach using
classic cosine similarity metric with four similar metrics intro-
duced in Section 3. The result of performance for each project
in our data set is shown in Table 11.

In Table 11, we find that the Top-N values of our
approach using cosine similarity are slightly less than that
using weight selection-based cosine similarity (See Table 6).
This result indicates that the two similarity measures can
successfully locate the Top-N classes for the similar number
of user feedback clusters. However, we note that the Preci-
sion, Recall, MRR, and MAP values of our approach using
weight selection-based cosine similarity are much better
than that using cosine similarity. This fact indicates that
weight selection-based cosine similarity measure can help
our approach recommend more accurate classes in top-5
ranking results than cosine similarity measure. The major
reason is that weight selection-based cosine similarity
adopts the terms’ best weights to implement change request

localization so that it enhances the effect of important terms
to the performance, therefore, our approach using this met-
ric can get the higher accuracy (Precision, MRR, and MAP)
and Recall values than that using classic cosine similarity
metric.

By comparing the evaluation results of our approach
using weight selection-based cosine similarity and classic
cosine similarity, we get a conclusion that using the pro-
posed weigh selection-based cosine similarity function can
help to recommend more accurate classes in top-5 ranking
results than using classic cosine similarity measure.

According to overall evaluation and analysis results for
each step of our approach, we answer RQ1 as follows:

Answer to RQ1: Our approach selects HDP, Word2Vec,
and the weight selection-based cosine similarity measure
as user feedback clustering, feedback cluster enrichment,
and class ranking algorithms, respectively due to their
preferable performance on change request localization.

5.3 Answer to RQ2: Performance Comparison

In order to fairly compare the performance of change request
localization using CHANGEADVISOR and our approach, we
adopt the user feedback selected by the classification approach
introduced in Section 3.2 to re-implement CHANGEADVISOR.
In the literature [33], Palomba et al. set the threshold value to
0.5 for all projects. To demonstrate whether our approach per-
forms better than CHANGEADVISOR, we adjust the threshold
value from 0.1 to 1 to obtain all evaluation results of CHANGE-
ADVISOR. The following table (i.e., Table 12) show the best
evaluation results of CHANGEADVISOR. In addition, for our
approach Where2Change, not all clusters can link to issue
reports used to enrich them. We also consider the feedback
clusters which cannot link to issue reports to compare the per-
formance of change request localization between CHANGEAD-

VISOR and our approach. Note that the weight-selection
cosine similarity measure is not suitable for computing the
similarity between these clusters and classes to be changed.
Because this algorithm depends on the linked issue reports to
get the best weights of terms. Therefore, we still use the simi-
larity metric-Word2Vec to compute the similarity scores
between these feedback clusters not linked to issue reports
and source code classes. Table 12 shows the Top-N values,

TABLE 10
Precision (P), MRR (MR), and MAP (MA) Values (%) Comparison using Different

Similarity Metrics for the Feedback Clusters Unmatched to Issue Reports

Project
Where2ChangeDice Where2Changetf �idf Where2ChangeWord2Vec Where2ChangeMCG

P MR MA P MR MA P MR MA P MR MA

AntennaPod 80.00 37.83 91.67 33.33 5.27 23.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.00 22.83 20.10
Automattic 100.00 20.00 80.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.00 20.83 33.96
Cgeo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Chrislacy 90.00 22.83 66.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
K-9 Mail 100.00 11.42 25.00 20.00 2.23 11.11 10.00 5.01 5.00 20.00 3.34 10.00
OneBusAway 100.00 10.00 50.00 44.44 29.46 88.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 13.56 8.33
Twidere 25.00 5.56 19.44 25.00 10.00 50.00 15.00 4.99 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
UweTrottmann 65.00 20.79 67.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
WhisperSystems 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 5.33 18.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wordpress 100.00 22.83 50.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Arithmetic mean 76.94 19.43 59.40 25.51 9.01 31.41 6.25 2.50 2.50 44.62 13.87 14.87

TABLE 11
Performance of our Approach using Cosine Similarity Measure

Project
Where2Changecosine

T1 T3 T5 P R MR MA

AntennaPod 30 32 34 22.86 36.37 4.29 19.60
Automattic 12 12 12 30.65 70.38 18.38 52.14
Cgeo 20 20 20 53.17 39.28 18.22 56.58
Chrislacy 7 7 7 48.65 68.36 13.52 45.13
K-9 Mail 2 5 6 10.26 16.91 2.50 10.25
OneBusAway 30 33 33 47.27 47.98 11.06 37.99
Twidere 21 26 27 13.20 10.04 5.95 27.21
UweTrottmann 21 26 28 21.14 41.00 4.37 18.48
WhisperSystems 13 16 15 25.18 37.84 7.63 27.12
Wordpress 12 12 12 38.71 26.26 17.01 60.65
Arithmetic mean 21.0 23.7 24.4 34.02 30.24 37.40 9.12
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Precision & Recall values, and MRR & MAP values of
Where2Change and CHANGEADVISOR for all clusters in our
data set.

Expect for the arithmetic mean values of MAP, we note
that Where2Change performs better than CHANGEADVI-

SOR. Especially for Top-N and Recall values, we find that the
differences reach up to 17 for Top-1, 18.1 for Top-3, 17.9 for
Top-5, and 50.08 percent for Recall. For the arithmetic mean
MAP values, Where2Change is not better than but very
close to CHANGEADVISOR. The difference is only 3.39 percent
(75.89%-72.50%=3.39%).

In order to verify whether our approach can successfully
locate more source code classes that should be changed for
more user feedback clusters, we use Wilcoxon test [34] in
the R environment [35] to further compare the performance
between CHANGEADVISOR and our approach. If a p-value is
more than the significance level, we accept the null hypothe-
sis; otherwise, we reject it. We adopt the default value (i.e.,
0.05) as the significance level. We define the null hypothesis
as follows:

� Our approach shows nonoteworthy difference against
the previous study CHANGEADVISOR.

Next, we introduce the Top-N, Recall, Precision, MRR,
MAP values of 10 projects as the input data and perform
Wilcoxon test. As a result, we get the corresponding p-val-
ues. We list them at Table 13.

We note that the p-values of Top-N and Recall are less
than 0.05. In this situation, we reject the null hypothesis.
Therefore, our approach can significantly improve the perfor-
mance of change request localization for user feedback by
comparing with the previous work CHANGEADVISOR. In
other words, our approach can successfully locate more

source code classes to be changed for more user feedback
clusters than CHANGEADVISOR. In addition, the p-values of
Precision, MRR, and MAP are more than 0.05. Thus, we
accept the null hypothesis. This result indicates that the accu-
racy in top-5 ranking results of our approach has no signifi-
cantly difference with CHANGEADVISOR.

According to the above experimental result, we get a con-
clusion that our approach can successfully locate more
source code classes that should be changed for more user
feedback clusters than the previous study CHANGEADVISOR

and keep the similar accuracy in top-5 ranking results. The
major reason is that issue reports can enrich user feedback
clusters due to their detailed descriptions for the software
faults and feature requests so that the performance of
change request localization is improved. In addition, we
propose the weight selection cosine similarity measure
which adopts the best weights of terms to compute the simi-
larity between user feedback clusters and source code,
which results in that more source code classes related to
change requests are successfully located for more user feed-
back clusters.

The previous IR-based fault localization technologies uti-
lize issue reports as queries to search where should the
bugs be fixed. In this section, we utilize BLUiR [5] and
BLIA [6] to resolve the problem in our work. In the litera-
ture [8], Palomba et al. compared the performance of
CHANGEADVISOR and BLUiR. Therefore, we also select is as
one of our baselines. Moreover, we also select BLIA as
another baseline due to the two reasons. On the one hand,
Youm et al. indicate that BLIA outperforms the existing
tools such as BLUiR and BugLocator [4] because this
approach considers the multiple data resources that include
texts and stack traces in issue reports, structured informa-
tion of source files, and source code change histories; On
the other hand, BLIA is an open source tool, which is easily
employed to implement our task.

To fairly compare the performance of our approach and the
baselines, it is necessary to guarantee that the same queries
(i.e., user feedback clusters) are used to conduct change request
localization. In ourwork,we utilize theweight-selection cosine
similarity measure to compute the textual similarity scores
between the enriched feedback clusters and source code
classes. Therefore, we also use baselines to re-implement this
task. Tables 14 and 15 show the evaluation results of BLIA
and BLUiR.

TABLE 12
Performance Comparison between Where2Change and CHANGEADVISOR

Project
Where2Change CHANGEADVISOR

T1 T3 T5 P R MR MA T1 T3 T5 P R MR MA

AntennaPod 29 35 35 50.99 69.99 21.45 57.50 7 8 9 56.52 11.82 30.37 87.14
Automattic 12 12 12 42.22 70.38 31.72 76.03 3 4 4 50.00 14.81 25.17 85.73
Cgeo 20 20 20 85.00 35.96 39.62 90.05 4 4 4 84.62 1.66 33.08 99.99
Chrislacy 7 7 7 75.00 83.55 31.68 76.46 1 5 6 46.67 8.86 19.00 60.00
K-9 Mail 5 8 8 31.19 47.89 10.31 33.02 5 9 9 28.57 11.27 19.30 64.28
OneBusAway 33 33 33 67.86 67.17 42.40 95.01 6 7 7 56.51 6.57 24.85 70.05
Twidere 27 31 31 35.59 30.50 29.71 73.47 5 8 8 36.00 3.47 20.14 69.18
UweTrottmann 21 28 28 46.36 70.00 16.92 48.37 8 11 11 54.55 12.00 26.63 78.89
WhisperSystems 15 16 16 62.36 60.00 32.17 78.73 4 4 4 21.05 2.16 11.30 44.44
Wordpress 12 12 12 76.33 40.92 41.83 94.13 5 7 7 85.71 3.93 31.88 78.28
Arithmetic mean 22.5 25.3 25.3 56.17 57.69 29.80 72.50 5.5 7.2 7.4 53.07 7.61 25.12 75.89

TABLE 13
The Result of Wilcoxon Test

Evaluation approach p-value Result

Top-1 0.00088 Reject
Top-3 0.00361 Reject
Top-5 0.00407 Reject
Recall 0.00016 Reject
Precision 0.65015 Accept
MRR 0.19876 Accept
MAP 1.00000 Accept
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When we compare the result of our approach shown in
Table 12 with that of BLIA and BLUiR, we find that our
approach performs better than these baselines. This fact indi-
cates that our approach using weigh-selection approach can
locate more correct source code classes related to change
requests for more user feedback clusters with the higher accu-
racy in top-5 results. The major reason is that selecting the
best terms’ weight is the most important factor than other
data resources such as change history and structure of source
codewhenwe conduct the task of change request localization.

According to above results of evaluation and analysis,
we can answer the research question RQ2 as follows:

Answer to RQ2: Our approach can recommend more
source code classes related to change requests for more
user feedback clusters than the previous change request
localization approach-CHANGEADVISOR. In addition,
by re-implementing the previous fault localization
approaches-BLIA and BLUiR on user feedback clusters,
our approach also performs better than them.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Answer to RQ3: Performance Analysis

In Section 5.3, we demonstrate that our approach can locate
more source code classes that should be changed for more
user feedback clusters than the previous study CHANGEAD-

VISOR. We analyze the reason in this section.
In this work, we utilize issue reports to enrich user feed-

back clusters for improving the performance of change
request localization. This is the difference with CHANGEAD-

VISOR. In order to demonstrate the importance of issue
reports in our approach, we compare the performance of
change request localization using our approach that utilizes
issue reports and that removes issue reports. We name
the latter as “Where2Change�IR”. For Where2Change�IR,
we only compute the similarity between a cluster of user
feedback and source code by using the similarity metrics
that include tf � idf , Word2Vec, and MCG. We do not use
Dice because CHANGEADVISOR adopts it to conduct the
same task and the result is shown in Table 12. The weight-
selection cosine similarity measure cannot be used to con-
duct this task because there are no issue reports that are used
to training for finding the terms’ best weights. Tables 16 and
17 show the result.

When we remove issue reports, using Word2Vec can pro-
duce the highest Top-N values while using MCG can get
the highest Precision, Recall, MRR, and MAP values. We
note that our approach using issue reports (See Table 12)
performs better than that removing issue reports due to the
higher Top-N, Precision, Recall, MRR, and MAP values.
Specially for Top-1 and Recall values, using issue reports
improve 2.3 times (22.5/9.7=2.3) for Top-1 while it improves
2.6 times (57.69/22.51=2.6) for Recall values than our
approach removing issue reports. In addition, when we
compare the performance of our approach removing issue

TABLE 14
Evaluation Result of BLIA

Project
BLIA

T1 T3 T5 P R MR MA

AntennaPod 21 31 32 43.21 55.80 18.76 52.11
Automattic 10 11 11 33.94 66.78 26.06 72.30
Cgeo 15 15 15 86.15 30.67 30.15 82.58
Chrislacy 6 8 8 70.19 80.22 28.79 70.13
K-9 Mail 2 4 4 27.56 40.21 16.78 31.08
OneBusAway 24 28 28 58.19 62.66 35.57 89.04
Twidere 22 22 25 33.10 25.89 25.84 61.13
UweTrottmann 20 22 22 44.34 61.26 11.13 42.15
WhisperSystems 13 13 14 59.88 55.36 30.15 77.21
Wordpress 10 11 11 83.15 33.14 37.21 89.76
Arithmetic mean 17.7 20.7 21.3 52.06 50.56 25.26 66.23

TABLE 15
Evaluation Result of BLUiR

Project
BLUiR

T1 T3 T5 P R MR MA

AntennaPod 21 30 31 40.21 51.36 13.16 46.68
Automattic 8 9 9 30.11 62.48 19.89 70.18
Cgeo 12 13 13 78.95 26.07 30.32 77.26
Chrislacy 4 5 7 63.20 72.19 23.57 63.19
K-9 Mail 3 4 4 22.30 31.26 14.67 28.77
OneBusAway 25 26 26 47.05 55.69 30.20 80.09
Twidere 20 23 24 30.15 19.14 22.15 62.46
UweTrottmann 17 18 20 40.18 58.88 10.32 33.68
WhisperSystems 11 11 11 52.35 49.13 22.46 68.48
Wordpress 9 10 11 79.31 27.51 30.22 82.57
Arithmetic mean 16.5 19.1 19.8 46.46 45.14 21.11 60.67

TABLE 16
Top-N (T1, T3, T5) Values of our Approach when Removing Issue Reports

Project
Where2Changetf�idf�IR Where2ChangeWord2Vec

�IR Where2ChangeMCG
�IR

T1 T3 T5 T1 T3 T5 T1 T3 T5

AntennaPod 12 17 18 16 32 36 10 24 32
Automattic 0 4 4 3 9 12 5 11 11
Cgeo 10 11 12 13 18 19 10 19 19
Chrislacy 0 2 2 6 8 8 4 5 7
K-9 Mail 1 2 2 2 3 4 3 3 7
OneBusAway 29 32 32 18 33 33 21 31 32
Twidere 3 7 10 5 14 20 6 13 20
UweTrottmann 3 4 7 6 23 28 10 20 25
WhisperSystems 0 6 8 4 12 12 3 11 12
WordPress 7 11 11 5 8 8 4 9 11
Arithmetic mean 9.2 12.4 13.7 9.7 20.5 23.1 9.5 18.3 22.0
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reports and CHANGEADVISOR, we find that Precision, MRR,
and MAP values of the latter one is higher than that of the
former one. Therefore, removing issue reports cut down the
performance of change request localization for user feed-
back. This result indicates that issue reports can help our
approach successfully locate more classes to be changed for
more user feedback clusters.

Cases: In Table 9, we show the ratio of feedback clusters
unmatched to issue reports when using different metrics.
Note that for K-9 Mail, the ratio is higher than others. Except
for Recall, we find that Top-N, MAP, and MRR values of
CHANGEADVISOR are also higher than that of our approach.
Specially for MAP value which is twice as much as that of
our approach. For Precision, there is no significant differ-
ence between two approaches. Otherwise, for Cgeo, the
unmatched ratio is 0 percent. We find that Top-N, Precision,
Recall, and MRR values of our approach are also higher
than that of CHANGEADVISOR, specially for Top-N and
Recall values. For MAP value, the difference between two
approaches is less than 10 percent.

The above-mentioned two cases demonstrated that our
approach performs much better than CHANGEADVISOR

when a lot of user feedback clusters can link to historical
issue reports. Otherwise, if there are no enough historical
issue reports which can enrich user feedback clusters, our
approach cannot locate more accurate source code clas-
ses for more user feedback clusters by comparing with
CHANGEADVISOR.

We explain why issue reports can help to improve the per-
formance of change request localization. There are two rea-
sons: 1) According to our previous investigation for issue
reports in mobile apps [1], we find that issue reports contain
the detailed information such as stack traces, code examples,
and patches. The important information describes the clues
why a bug appears or a feature request is proposed. By enrich-
ing user feedback clusters, they can assist our approach to
locate more correct classes to be changed for more user feed-
back; 2) Issue reports can help us get the best terms’ weights
used to compute the similarity scores between user feedback
clusters and source code classes so that our approach can suc-
cessfully locate more source code classes related to change
requests formore user feedback clusters.

According to above-mentioned experimental results and
analysis, we can answer RQ3 as follows:

Answer to RQ3: Issue reports can help our approach
locate more source code classes related to change
requests for more user feedback due to their detailed
information and the contribution on finding the best
terms’ weights used to improve the performance of the
cosine similarity measure.

6.2 Answer to RQ4: Query Verification

In this work, we adopt user feedback extracted from user
reviews rather than issue reports as queries to conduct
change request localization for mobile apps. In Section 6.1,
we demonstrate that our approach using issue reports can
locate more source code classes to be changed for more user
feedback clusters. Thus, the question “why do not adopt issue
reports as queries to conduct change request localization if they
can provide detailed information?” is thrown out. We investi-
gate the reasons in this subsection.

Different from issue reports, user reviews are posted by
users who may have no or less experience on software
development and debugging. However, user reviews reflect
users’ requirements for the next update of mobile apps.
Especially for the user reviews related to bugs and feature
requests, the users expect that developers can fix these
bugs and add the appropriate features in the next version.
Comparing with traditional desktop software, the update
rate of mobile apps is more frequent. Users can choose high-
quality apps which have good user experience in the short
term. Therefore, satisfying users’ requirements is a lifeline of
mobile apps [36].

In the literature [7], Mcilroy et al. point out that mobile
apps’ developers usually depend on user reviews to resolve
the issues and update the apps. This finding brings inspira-
tion to us so that we want to understand developers’ real
behavior for resolving issues in mobile apps. Thus we send
a brief questionnaire to top 200 most active developers who
have the maximum number of times to resolve issues and to
give the comments11 in top 100 popular mobile apps via
public mail addresses. They are invited to answer the ques-
tion Q1 shown in Table 18.

TABLE 17
Precision (P), Recall (R), MRR (MR), and MAP (MA) Values (%) of our Approach when Removing Issue Reports

Project
Where2Changetf �idf�IR Where2ChangeWord2Vec

�IR Where2ChangeMCG
�IR

P R MR MA P R MR MA P R MR MA

AntennaPod 31.71 11.82 2.93 13.00 43.01 36.36 16.48 49.15 40.45 32.73 21.40 62.70
Automattic 35.29 22.22 4.63 18.15 37.04 36.03 23.19 62.09 37.04 37.03 19.47 55.31
Cgeo 60.98 3.78 17.10 51.44 58.44 6.80 26.68 70.72 63.75 7.70 30.45 75.81
Chrislacy 50.00 7.59 4.54 13.07 48.15 16.46 18.75 52.43 73.33 27.85 34.25 84.58
K-9 Mail 11.11 2.82 3.33 16.67 23.53 11.27 12.46 46.32 16.22 8.45 8.21 31.32
OneBusAway 42.86 4.55 30.60 82.97 59.42 20.71 29.39 75.84 66.67 32.32 28.11 70.51
Twidere 18.00 3.47 4.49 18.56 22.52 9.65 8.31 33.31 17.58 6.18 9.19 32.15
UweTrottmann 20.59 7.00 2.93 13.00 40.51 32.00 15.42 48.39 36.08 35.00 15.96 48.48
WhisperSystems 16.13 2.70 4.25 19.17 27.27 9.73 12.17 40.35 28.17 10.81 13.40 43.19
WordPress 50.00 1.97 21.31 75.28 51.92 5.91 21.31 57.58 42.86 5.25 18.06 48.03
Arithmetic mean 32.75 6.73 10.45 33.64 42.26 20.77 18.53 53.81 42.40 22.51 19.87 55.58

11. Some active developers may act both of issue assignees and
commentators
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As a result, we receive 98 responses (49 percent response
rate). Among them, 71 (72.4 percent) developers select
Answer A while 13 (13.3 percent) developers choose Answer
B. For Answer C, 14 (14.3 percent) developers choose it.
By analyzing the investigation result, we have two find-
ings. On the one hand, we note that most of developers
(71+13=84) worked for mobile apps depend on user reviews
for finding and resolving issues. This finding is same as the
report at the literature [7]. On the other hand, we note that
72.4 percent developers still depend on historical issue
reports to help them locate source code classes related to
change requests. We send the emails for these developers to
ask the reasons. One developer worked at WordPress team
told us: “I can find some relevant source code files by utilizing
some historical issue reports which describe the similar faults with
new user reviews.” Therefore, we think that selecting user
reviews as queries can help to develop a full-automatic
change request localization technology for saving the devel-
opers’ time of reading and understanding thousands of
user reviews in mobile apps. Moreover, historical issue
reports can facilitate change request localization as the aux-
iliary role. We also have interests on the produce of histori-
cal issue reports. Thus, in the questionnaire, we require that
the developers who select A or B to answer the question Q2
shown in Table 18.

We note that 52 developers (61.9%=52/84) select answer
A while 30 developers (35.7%=30/84) select answer B. Only
2 developers select answer C and no one select answer D. In
summary, these developers can also write the issue reports
in order to help other developers use or refer to them for fix-
ing the coming issues. Therefore, historical issue reports can
continually produce, which can be used to improve the per-
formance of our approach.

We also investigate the generation frequency (i.e., how
much time a new one is generated) of issue reports and user
reviews. Table 19 shows a comparison result of the generation

frequency between issue reports and user reviews. We note
that the generation frequency of user reviews is much faster
than that of issue reports. The average generation frequency
of user reviews is less than 1 daywhereas that of issue reports
reaches up to about 4 days. Thus, in the real debugging
process for mobile apps, user reviews, which have high
generation frequency, can facilitate developers to localize
the change requests quickly in order to improve apps’ perfor-
mance timely.

In Table 19, we note that the generation frequency of user
reviews is much higher than that of issue reports. Therefore,
a new coming user review may describe a new bug or a new
feature request which is not described in historical issue
reports even though the similar issue is reported. We should
verify whether historical issue reports can help to locate
classes to be changed for new user reviews. We perform a
real experiment introduced at Section 5.1 in order to achieve
the goal. Before we start the experiment, the issue reports
and user reviews are divided into two groups as the time
frame. In detail, we collect the issue reports submitted
before the corresponding timeline into G1 and gather the
user reviews posted after this timeline into G2. Each project
has its own timeline. We decide each timeline as the follow-
ing rules:

1) We choose the submission time of the last submitted
issue report in each project as the reference point for
deciding the corresponding timeline. In other words,
we want to utilize as more historical issue reports as
possible to locate changes for newly posted user
reviews.

2) Wekeep a certain number (minimum is 2) of user feed-
back clusters to implement our approach. The major
reasons is that few number of feedback clusters can
lead to ameaningless results.

Table 20 shows the data scale of issue reports and user
reviews in G1 and G2. Actually, verifying the timeline for
each project as the above-mentioned rules is a trade-off prob-
lem. Utilizing more number of historical issue reports can
reduce the number of user reviews used in our experiment so
that the number of user feedback clusters is decreased aswell.
For example, in Automattic, when we put off the timeline
from 01/2015 to 02/2015 to includemore number of historical

TABLE 18
Questions and Answers in the Questionnaire

Q1: Which one is the real issue (i.e., software faults and
feature requests) resolution process among the following
three options in mobile apps that you worked?

A. I find the issues from user reviews, but I need to depend on
historical issue reports to locate source code classes related to
change requests so that I can resolve them.

B. I find the issues from user reviews, then I can directly locate
source code classes related to change requests and resolve
them without historical issue reports.

C. I do not refer to user reviews. I already wrote the issue
reproducing test cases in issue reports and other developers
are responsible for fixing the issues.

Q2: What is the process when you create an issue report?

A. I fix the bug and just create an issue report to record the
maintenance task.
B. I already wrote the fault reproducing test cases, locate the
source code classes related to change requests, and wrote the
issue report.

C. I wrote the issue report just based on the user reviews and
my own knowledge about the system.
D. I just fix the bug and cannot write the issue report.

TABLE 19
Comparison of Generation Frequency between

user Reviews and Issue Reports

Project
Generation frequency (days)

User Review Issue Report

AntennaPod 2.8 0.79
Automattic 7.41 0.88
Cgeo 0.88 0.43
Chrislacy 2.41 1.23
K-9 Mail 3.47 0.26
OneBusAway 5.31 1.25
Twidere 3.86 0.86
UweTrottmann 9.72 0.47
WhisperSystems 2.98 0.02
WordPress 0.81 0.16
Average 3.97 0.64
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issue reports as option 1), we can only get one feedback cluster
so that the evaluation result is meaningless. For this case, we
violate option 2). On the contrary, if we bring forward the
timeline from 01/2015 to 12/2014, the number of clusters still
is 4. But we waste quite a few number historical issue reports
so that we violate option 1). Therefore, we select 01/2015 as
the timeline for Automattic. By the same token, we do not vio-
late option 1) and option 2) when deciding the timeline for
other projects. There are three special cases that include K-9
Mail, UweTrottmann, and WordPress. In these apps, when
we put off the timelines shown in Table 20 by one month or
more than one months, the number of clusters is decreased
to below 50 percent but it is great than or equal to 2 while
less than 10 percent number of historical issue reports are
added. Therefore, even though these apps do not violate
option 1) and option 2), we also do not put off the timelines
because we should consider the cost performance. In other
words, we must prevent the case that using more than or
equal to 50 percent number of feedback clusters to trade less
than 10 percent number of historical issue reports. According
to the options and the reason to explain the three special cases,
we verify the corresponding timeline for each project shown
in Table 20.

When the experiment starts, we first extract the user feed-
back entries and cluster them in G2 to generate the feedback
clusters, then use the issue reports in G1 to enrich the feed-
back clusters. Next, we re-implement our approach descri-
bed in Section 3. For each project, we call our approach in

this experiment as Where2ChangeT which utilizes the issue
reports generated before the corresponding timeline to enrich
the clusters of user feedback produced after this timeline for
locating the changes appearing in the source code. T stands
for the time frame. We also utilize CHANGEADVISOR to con-
duct change localization for the new coming user reviews in
G2. The comparison results are shown in Table 21.

Overall, for new coming user reviews, our approach still
can recommend more correct classes to be changed due to
much higher recall values, the difference between Where2
ChangeT andCHANGEADVISORT reaches to 28.48 percent.
From Precision, MRR, and MAP values, we find that there is
no significant difference between two approaches. This find-
ing is same as the comparison result shown in Section 5.3.
For Top-N values, the differences are less than 1 between
two approaches. The major reason is that few number of
clusters can affect the performance of our approach. The
result also demonstrated that our approach should be
employed to more than 1,400 user reviews which can gener-
ate more than 60 feedback clusters. We also explain it in
Section 5.1.

Based on the evaluation result for new coming user
reviews, historical issue reports can help to locate more cor-
rect classes. However, in the task of change localization for
mobile apps, issue reports are treated as the secondary role
which cannot replace user reviews as queries. Expect for the
above-mentioned reasons, there is also a reason: enriched
issue reports describe the similar but not same software faults
or feature requests with user reviews. Thus they can only be
used to enrich the corresponding user feedback clusters but
cannot replace them.We list someexamples shown inTable 22
to explain this fact.

The three examples are real cases inWordPress. For Exam-
ple 1, both the user review and the issue report describe the
problem of uploading. However, the former concerns the
image while the latter focuses on the posts; For Example 2,
both the user review and the issue report also describe the
problem of uploading. However, the former concerns that the
user cannot upload the data while the latter indicates that
users may not see the uploaded data; For Example 3, both the
user review and the issue report describe the problemof login.
However, the former concerns that the user cannot log in the
appwhile the latter presents that some parts of the app cannot
work after login.

TABLE 20
Data Scale of Issue Reports and user
Reviews in the Specific Time Frame

Project
# reports # reviews # clusters Timeline

in G1 in G2 in G2

AntennaPod 102 117 4 01/2016
Automattic 78 113 4 01/2015
Cgeo 460 367 2 01/2013
Chrislacy 45 79 2 07/2013
K-9 Mail 33 882 6 06/2016
OneBusAway 46 160 4 06/2015
Twidere 65 86 4 03/2016
UweTrottmann 87 324 6 01/2015
WhisperSystems 147 340 4 01/2016
WordPress 556 1,159 10 06/2015

TABLE 21
Performance Comparison between Where2Change and CHANGEADVISOR for New Coming User Reviews

Project
Where2ChangeT CHANGEADVISORT

T1 T3 T5 P R MR MA T1 T3 T5 P R MR MA

AntennaPod 4 4 4 65.63 38.19 27.18 68.99 4 4 4 66.67 7.27 33.08 93.02
Automattic 3 4 4 70.00 51.86 37.19 86.57 2 2 2 96.99 22.22 18.92 50.00
Cgeo 2 2 2 80.01 4.23 43.07 95.81 1 1 1 99.01 0.76 22.83 49.98
Chrislacy 2 2 2 77.09 46.84 37.09 85.64 2 2 2 88.89 10.13 40.67 90.21
K-9 Mail 1 5 5 31.95 32.40 5.03 19.84 3 4 4 64.71 15.49 32.00 87.01
OneBusAway 3 3 3 85.25 52.53 43.01 96.01 2 2 2 87.50 3.54 25.33 70.10
Twidere 4 4 4 67.02 25.10 40.86 93.26 3 3 3 57.14 1.54 22.92 72.92
UweTrottmann 2 5 5 63.16 36.00 13.49 40.94 4 5 5 56.25 9.00 28.50 70.07
WhisperSystems 1 4 4 90.01 34.06 25.73 67.88 1 1 1 60.00 1.62 7.67 18.89
WordPress 10 10 10 80.30 35.67 44.36 98.02 10 10 10 96.00 5.25 41.01 96.78
Arithmetic mean 4.0 5.3 5.3 69.55 36.44 30.67 73.01 4.3 4.5 4.5 76.84 7.96 28.95 74.14
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For each example, we note that the problem described in
the user review and the corresponding issue report is simi-
lar. They are also related to the same source code class(es).
We take an example, for issue report-# 862, we find that the
class WordPress was changed for fixing the software fault
reported in -# 862 by checking the commit. By investigating
the ground truth, we find that there is a link between the
feedback cluster that includes the user review-A and Word-

Press. Therefore, the historical issue reports indeed help to
enrich the user reviews so that more correct classes are rec-
ommended to more user feedback clusters. However, issue
reports cannot replace user reviews as queries because they
may describe the different problems with reviews even
though these problems are similar.

According to above results of evaluation and analysis,
we can answer the research question RQ6 as follows:

Answer to RQ4: We select user reviews as queries rather
than issue reports to conduct change localization due to
the three reasons: 1) They can help to develop full-auto-
matic change request localization technology; 2) They
can help to successfully locate source code classes related
to new change requests proposed by users, which are not
found by developers; 3) The problems described in user
reviews and issue reports may be similar but not same.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we discuss some threats of our work from
two aspects: external validity and validity.

7.1 External Validity

We have only collected the data from ten mobile apps man-
aged by GitHub to perform our experiments. These apps are
selected according to stars’ ranking inGitHub. In otherwords,
we only consider the popular projects which have more stars
provided by users. Thus our approach may not be generaliz-
able to other projects. Even though we think that these popu-
lar projects are representative, we would like to further
explore more projects in our future work. In addition, we just
choose themobile apps inGitHub as our experimental objects.
Other mobile apps management systems such as Bitbucket
also have the project hosting services to manage issues of
mobile apps. Therefore we are not sure whether the proposed
change localization approach can still keep the effectiveness
for these apps. However, we think that this threat is reduced

because Bitbucket mainly supports private (or business) proj-
ectswhich are different fromopen source projects.

7.2 Internal Validity

7.2.1 Topic Modelling

In this study, we utilize topic model to cluster user feed-
back. Topic modelling depends on data distributions in the
data sets, therefore different data sets may affect the perfor-
mance of topic modelling. However, the negative impact is
small for our work. In Table 2, we find that the number of
user feedback is more than 1,000 for all projects (3 projects
have more than 4,000 user feedback). Therefore, plenty of
user reviews reduce this threat.

7.2.2 User Feedback

In this work, we adopt a cluster of user feedback as a query to
search the corresponding classes that should be changed. Ide-
ally, a user feedback entry should be treated as a query. How-
ever, we find that the accuracy is not acceptable (i.e., very low
accuracy). Themajor reason is that the information containing
in single feedback is not enough. Moreover, some feedback
entries describe a same or similar issue. Thus, considering
clusters of user feedback as queries also can get the correct
classes to be changed for developers so that they can reduce
their workload.

7.2.3 Ground Truth

We invite four developers who have more than 10 years soft-
ware programming and testing experience to build the ground
truth that includes the links between user feedback clusters
and source code classes. Obviously, this is a difficult and chal-
lenge task. In order to ensure the credibility of the ground
truth, we also invite the senior software test specialist who has
more than 15 years software testing experience from Alibaba
Company to verify whether these source code classes are
linked to the given user feedback clusters accurately. Thus we
believe that the threat for the credibility of the ground truth is
reduced.Moreover, in order to further assess the quality of the
ground truth, we invite the top-10 active developers to verify
what the hitting rate and the missing rate are. One developer
from Automattic helps to check the links in the app. We find
that the hitting rate is 97.06 percent while the missing rate is
5.71 percent. However, we are not sure what the hitting rate
and the missing rate are in other apps. It may be a threat, but

TABLE 22
Examples to Show the Similar but not Same Contents of user Reviews and Issue Reports

No. User review Issue report Relevant class(es)

1 A: I’ve been trying for too long to
upload an image but it just won’t!

# 862: I’ve had support threads with two users so
far that can’t upload posts in 2.6...

WordPress

2 B: It shown that could not update
data at this time.

# 3607: If you update your site’s title and then
return to the main menu, you’ll still see the old title
at the top of the page until you either tap Switch
Site and re-select...

MySiteFragment

SiteSettingsFragment

BlogUtils

3 C: I love the site but hate this app
because I can’t log in to the app...

# 4798: ...When I log in with my email and a magic
link, some parts of the app do not work...

ThemeWebActivity

StatsViewHolder

ReaderActivityLauncher
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we believe that the threat is not large since Automattic has
characteristics similar tomany othermobile apps [1].

We open our ground truth for all developers and
researchers so that they can help to perfect it. In addition,
we also expect that more developers and researchers can
join us to build more links between user feedback clusters
and source code classes for a greater number of apps.

8 RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce some previous studies related
to our work. These studies concern spectrum-based fault
localization, IR-based fault localization, spectrum and IR-
based fault localization, reviews-based fault localization,
and software maintenance for mobile apps.

8.1 Fault Localization Techniques

Fault localization is an important foregoing task of bug fix-
ing. Wong et al. [37] provide a systematic survey of such
fault localization techniques and discuss some key issues
and future directions. In this survey, they created a publica-
tion repository that includes 331 papers and 54 Ph.D. and
Masters theses on software fault localization techniques,
and analyzed the different evaluation metrics for these tech-
niques. Moreover, they found that the factors such as over-
head for computing the suspiciousness of each program
component, time and space for data collection, human
effort, and tool support should also be included in the con-
tributions of automated fault localization techniques.

8.1.1 Spectrum-Based Fault Localization

Spectrum-based fault localization techniques can help devel-
opers locate the software faults by testing a small portion of
code. These methods analyze a program spectra that includes
a series of program elements, and rank these elements so that
they can achieve the purpose of fault localization. Tarantula
[38] andOchiai [39] are two early-stage automatic localization
techniques, which utilized the different suspiciousness for-
mulas. Abreu et al. [39] demonstrated that Ochiai performed
better than Tarantula [38]. Xie et al. [40] analyzed the different
suspiciousness score formulas and proposed a new method
which did not require the existence of testing oracles to
enhance the performance of spectrum-based fault localiza-
tion. Lucia et al. [41] incorporate data fusion methods to
design Fusion Localizer to normalize the suspiciousness
scores of different fault localization techniques, selects fault
localization techniques to be fused, and combines the selec-
ted techniques using a data fusion method. This approach
requires no training data but improves the effectiveness
of fault localization. Laghari et al. [42] propose a variant of
spectrum-based fault localization, i.e., patterned spectrum
analysis. In detail, they utilize patterns of method calls by
means of frequent itemset mining. The experimental results
show that the proposed method is effective in localising the
faults. Perez et al. [43] proposed a metric named DDU to
increase the value generated by creating thorough test-suites
so that the proposedmethod can help widely-used spectrum-
based fault localization techniques to accurately pinpoint the
location of software faults.

In a word, the spectrum-based fault localization appro-
aches require program execution traces so that these

methods increase the computational cost and require more
data resources.

8.1.2 IR-based Fault Localization

In recent years, IR-based fault localization techniques attract
more attention due to their low cost and easy-to-access data
resources (e.g., requiring only issue reports and source code
files).

Lukins et al. [12] proposed a LDA-based approach to locate
the buggy files for over 300 bugs in 25 versions of Eclipse and
Rhino. Nguyen et al. proposed BugScout [3], a topic model-
based automatic localization technique to help developers
reduce the workload by narrowing the search space of buggy
files. Rao and Kak [13] compared the performance of different
IR-models, including Unigram Model (UM), VSM, Latent
Semantic Analysis Model (LSA), LDA, and Cluster Based
Document Model (CBDM) when performing the task of bug
localization. Zhou et al. [4] proposed BugLocator to rank all
source code files based on the textual similarity between a
new issue report and the source code using a revised VSM.
They also consider to combine the similarity between the
given issue report and the similar bugs for improving the
accuracy of fault localization. Kim et al. [14] proposed a two-
phase recommendation model. In this model, they adopted
Naive Bayes to filter out the uninformative issue reports and
predict the buggy file for each submitted issue report. Thung
et al. [15] develop an online tool to support fault localization
for helping developers findwhere the bug is from the project’s
source code repository. Kochhar et al. [16] analyze the poten-
tial biases in fault localization. Authors mainly focus on what
content (e.g., bug, feature request, or code update) an issue
report describes. Lam et al. [17] proposed an information
retrieval approach which combines deep learning to locate
the buggy files for issue reports.

Except for issue reports and source code, some studies also
consider the more data sources and the structure of source
code. Saha et al. develop BLUiR [5] which build AST to extract
the program constructs of each source code file, and utilize
Okapi BM25 to calculate the similarity between the given
issue report and the constructs of each candidate buggy file.
Ye et al. [18] leverages project knowledge through functional
decomposition of source code, API description of library
components, the bug-fixing history, the code change history,
and the file dependency graph to generate a ranking list
of source files scored by a weighted combination of an
array of features. Wang et al. [19] utilize version history, simi-
lar reports, and code’s structure to locate the buggy files.
Chaparro et al. [20] adopted observed behavior to reformu-
late queries for improving the performance of information
retrieval-based fault localization. Youm et al. proposed BLIA
[6] which utilized texts and stack traces in issue reports, struc-
tured information of source files, and source code histories to
conduct fault localization.

Our approach also utilizes IR-based localization technique
to locate changes. However, there are some differences with
the previous studies. First, our approach adopts user feed-
back clusters as queries rather than issue reports to locate
source code classes that should be changed. Second, we focus
on mobile apps rather than desktop software. Finally, we
propose a weight-selection cosine similarity to compute the
similarity scores between queries and source code.
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8.1.3 Spectrum and IR-Based Fault Localization

Le et al. [21] build a multi-model technique that consider both
issue reports and program spectra to localize bugs. This work
addresses the limitation of existing studies by analyzing both
issue reports and execution traces. Because this method
adopts more data resources (i.e., issue reports and program
spectra) to execute fault localization, the results show that it
performs better than the IR-based localization technique [18]
and the spectrum-based localization technique [44].

Even if the hybrid model can improve the performance of
fault localization. However, program spectrum should take as
input a faulty program and two sets of test cases (i.e., failed test
cases and passed test cases). Thus, this approach needs more
computing cost. Our approach is a lightweight method. In the
one hand, the data resources can be easily collected from Goo-
gle Play Store and GitHub; in the other hand, the algorithm
contains fewer parameters but gets good performance.

8.2 Reviews-Based Change Localization

Palomba et al. [8] proposed a new approach that analyzes the
structure, semantics, and sentiments of sentences including in
user reviews to extract the useful information for localizing
code changes in mobile apps. The experimental results show
that thismethod presents higher accuracy than BLUiR [5].

To our best of knowledge, this is the only work that is simi-
lar to our study. Both two studies also consider user reviews
to locate the code changes inmobile apps. However, there are
some differences presented as follows:

� We adopt issue reports to enrich user feedback
extracted from user reviews in order to improve the
performance of change localization. The experimen-
tal results shown that our approach can successfully
locate more changes for more user feedback clusters
than CHANGEADVISOR [8] due to higher Top-N and
Recall values.

� We propose an accurate similarity metric (i.e.,
weight selection-based similarity function) to com-
pute the similarity between the queries and source
code. It performs better than classic cosine similarity
metric due to the use of the best terms’ weights.

8.3 Software Maintenance for Mobile Apps

Software maintenance for mobile apps become an important
task in industry since an increasing number of mobile apps
have been developed, however, only few works in academia
focus on this topic. Syer et al. [45] analyzed 15 most popular
open source Android apps, and they found that the “best
practices” of existing desktop software development cannot
apply to mobile apps due to the different features. Bhatta-
charya et al. [46] conducted an empirical analysis of bug
reports and bug fixing in open source Android apps. They
investigated the quality of bug reports and analyze the bug-
fixing process. In addition, they showed how differences in
bug life-cycles of Bugzilla applications and Android apps of
Google Code can affect the bug-fixing process. Zhou et al.
[47] conducted a cross-platform analysis of bugs and bug-
fixing process in open source projects of different platforms,
including desktop, Android, and IOS. They analyzed the

different attributes (e.g., fixing time and severity) of bug-
fixing process in these different platforms.

These studies on empirical analysis of bug reports and
bug-fixing process of mobile apps provide the inspiration
for starting our work. In [46], [47], the researchers mainly
studied the mobile apps in Google Code. However, since
Google Code is shutting down at 2016 [48], a growing num-
ber of mobile apps select GitHub as their management and
issue tracking tool. Therefore, we select the mobile apps of
Github as our study objects. Under the circumstances, the
analysis results (e.g., the length of description) in [46], [47]
cannot be appropriate for our data set. In [1], we only per-
formed an empirical analysis for the features of issue
reports in two different platforms. In our work, we mainly
focus on how to locate source code that should be changed
for clusters of user feedback in mobile apps.

8.4 Review Analysis

With a great number of mobile apps appear in online app
stores such as Google Play Store, Apple App Store, or Win-
dows Phone App Store, users can rate the apps using stars
rating and text reviews. These reviews describe users’ impres-
sions, comparisons, and attitudes towards the apps. Thus,
app store reviews can be used by developers as a feedback to
facilitate the development process. Some studies tend to ana-
lyze users’ reviews for extracting the useful information.

Chen et al. present AR-Miner [24], a novel computational
framework, to perform comrehensive analysis for user
reviews. They group the most of informative reviews by filter-
ing noisy and irrelevant ones. Panichella et al. [23] propose an
intent classifier to group the user reviews into the different cat-
egories: Feature Request, Problem Discovery, Information Seeking,
Information Giving and Other. In their follow-up work, SURF
[9] is proposed to summary reviews and recommend the use-
ful changes. Scalabrino et al. develop CLAP [49], a web appli-
cation, to categorize user reviews and cluster them. Moreover,
this tool can also prioritize the clusters of review. Grano et al.
[50] analyze the available information in user reviews and
indicate what type of user feedback can be actually adopted
for testing apps. Palomba et al. develop CRISTAL [33] to trace
informative crowd reviews onto source code changes, and
use this relations to analyze the impact of crowd reviews on
the development process. Ciurumelea et al. [51] analyze the
reviews and classify them according to the taxonomy and rec-
ommend for a particular review what are the source code files
that need to bemodified to hander the issue. Genc-Nayebi and
Abran [52] introduce the proposed solutions for mining online
opinions in app store user reviews. In this systematic literature
review, they also describe the challenges, unsolved problems,
and new contributions to software requirements evolution.
Sun et al. developed a novel system-PADetective [53] to
detect promotional attacks from a large number of user
reviewers. Xie et al. [54] proposed an effective approach to
detect abused apps and related collusive attachers by analyz-
ing the user reviews and corresponding raters in mobile app
store. Chen et al. [55] proposed an approach to identify attack-
ers of collusive promotion groups in an app store by exploiting
the unusual ranking change patterns fromuser reviews.

The above-mentioned previous studies focus on analyze,
classify, and extract the useful information from user reviews.
In our work, we utilize SURF [9] to extract user feedback to
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locate classes to be changed. However, we not only analyze
and cluster the user feedback from user reviews, but also
build a link between user feedback and issue reports. More-
over, we utilize enriched clusters of user feedback as queries
to recommend classes that should be changed for satisfying
users’ needs. This is a firstwork to use issue reports for enrich-
ing user feedback clusters in order to locate classes to be
changed inmobile apps.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we develop a new approach to locate source
code classes that should be changed for each cluster of user
feedback in order to overcome the challenge when using the
previous method named CHANGEADVISOR. In the first
phase of our approach, we extract the user feedback from
user reviews and cluster them in two categories Discovery
and Feature Request; in the second phase, we build a link
between a feedback cluster and the issue reports by comput-
ing the textual similarity between them. Next we utilize the
issue reports to enrich the cluster of user feedback, and treat
the enriched version as a query to perform information
retrieval-based change request localization. In detail, we
propose a weight selection-based cosine similarity metric to
compute the similarity between the enriched cluster of user
feedback and the source code. Finally, our approach can
return a ranked list of classes that should be changed for
each cluster of user feedback.

In order to demonstrate whether our approach performs
better than CHANGEADVISOR, we execute the proposed
approach and the baseline method CHANGEADVISOR on
31,597 reviews and 3,272 issue reports of 10 open source
mobile apps in GitHub. The experimental results show that
our approach can locate more source code classes related to
change requests for more user feedback clusters produced by
user reviews than CHANGEADVISOR due to higher Top-N and
Recall values. We also compare the performance of our
approach with two IR-based fault localization approaches-
BLUiR and BLIA. The results show that our approach per-
forms better than them.Moreover,we also conduct the empiri-
cal study for analyzing user reviews and issue reports and the
results demonstrated that issue reports can help to improve
the performance of change request localization but cannot
replace user reviews to conduct this task formobile apps.

In the future, we plan to explore a better way to select the
user feedback related to real faults and feature requests
reported in issue reports. Moreover, we are interested in
developing a new method to locate source code classes to
be changed for each user feedback entry rather than a clus-
ter of user feedback.

ReplicationPackage. Ourdataset and source code canbe found
at: https://github.com/Jiachi-Chen/ReviewBugLocalization.
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